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INTERNAL FRICTION IN IRON»ALÜTÆENIÜ]\î ALLOYS-C£T»*i>^n.aATi3
by
LoJo Paterson B,8 0 oa AoHoCoSoTo
Summary of Thesis submitted to the University of Crlasgov/ 
for the Degree of Doctor of Philosopiiyo
A series of iron«aluminiuin alloys9 with aluminium contents 
varying from 0 * 0 1 5  to Oo3 ÿ^? were manufactured and their relaxation 
characteristics examined after nitriding and carburising* The 
examination was carried out on a specially constructed torsion 
pendulum which made use of specimens 0 * 0 3  inches in diameter*
A vacuum casting unit and heat«treatment furnaces were built to 
produce specimens of this nature and subject them to the necessary 
processes of annealingj nitriding and carburisation»
This apparatus has allowed the author to confirm most of the 
reported information to be gained from the study of the internal 
friction due to stress^induoed diffusion of interstitial nitrogen 
in pure iron*
The iron^aluminium^nitrogen system has been investigated 
and a metastable damping peak discovered„ This has been attributed 
to the interaction of nitrogen atoms with distortions in the 
lattice due to a coherent precipitate of iron-aluminium nitride* 
Otherwise the observation of JoD* Past (Meteaux Gorr* Indus * ?
I9 6 I9 3 6 9  3 8 3  and 4 3 1 ) 9  that there is no damping peak due to the 
interaction of aluminium and nitrogen in fully homogenised iron 
specimens at equilibrium* is confirmed*
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The aluminium alloys were manufactured from material 
containing oxygen and were reduced by carbon additions* The 
subsequently formed aluminium carbide contributed to a lack of 
success in calculating the solubility of aluminium nitride in
alpha-iron* The other factor in this failure was the fact
that equilibrium was not achieved* Had equilibrium been fully 
achieved it is in fact doubtful if the internal friction technique 
would be sensitive enough to measure the very low solid 
solubilities of nitrogen in this case*
In view of the interference of carbon in the experiments 
of this work it would be advisable to deoxidise future alloys 
with hydrogen where there is the possibility of the formation 
of a stable carbide of the alloying element* However the
interaction of nitrogen and carbon discovered in this work is
of interest since the presence of carbon and nitrogen in solid 
solution are of great importance in determining the mechanical 
properties and in particulier the high temperature creep properties- 
of steels® This interaction might usefully be studied using an 
internal friction technique*
Computer techniques were developed to analyse the ooraplex 
damping curves found in this work ® These techniques may prove 
to be of importance in future work in the field of internal 
friction studies*
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PART I m INTRODUCTION.
Section 1.1 Introduction.
One of the moat si^ inlfioant trendo in the steel induetxy since 
the Second World V/ar hao been the ever inoreaeing demands made by the 
oonotMer industries for mild steel strip* Over one third of the total 
tonnage of steal produced in the United Kingdom to*day goes to the 
making of wide strip and strip mills have become synonomous with a 
high standard of living, associated as they are with motor cars, 
refrigerators and a. vast range of tinned goods. Trade returns seem 
to indicate that this trend will continue as mild steel has no serious 
competitors for packaging and light construction purposes.
The majority of the industries using these large quantities of 
strip steel are highly automated and invariably their products 
require that the strip should have good deep-drawing properties. As 
such they must necessarily have strip with tmiform mechanical and 
chemical properties. Chemical segregation, variations in grain slBO 
and differences in rates of age-hardening are three factors which 
must be clearly controlled if an automated production line is to be 
kept in smooth continuous operation. The onus is on the steel-maker 
to furnish a product which has to be consistent from ingot to ingot 
and from oast to oast.
In the motor car industry especially the consistency of the atrip 
is of great importance. Manufacturers have boon introducing body 
styles which have demanded that mild steel sheet be subjected to 
draws of difficulty. Tîius mmclmum ductility at the time of pressing
oont*d...
:l0 essential and a.ge*»harderriBg mimt be kept to a minimum*
The phenomenon of ageing In steel has been well Isnown if not
1well understood since the beginning of this oentmy * With respect 
to steel making it ra^ be described as a move towards eqilibrium 
from an unstable condition resulting mainly from the retention of
p 2
nitrogen in solid solution in the ferrite* Merioa and Roster 
in the early 1930*8 established that this nitrogen eventually 
precipitates and oaueeo embrittlement of the metal* It would appear 
deoireablo therefore to produce a steel with no nitrogen In solid 
solution on alternatively to neutralise the effect of nitrogen.
It ie Impracticable to produce nltrogen»f roe steel on a large 
Industrial scale but it was found that additions of aluminium had 
the effect of reducing or oven eliminating ago*hardoning due to 
nitrogen precipitation.
Aluminium had been used ae an addition to steel for many years* 
Originally It was used, almost ourroptltiouoly as a corrective for 
over-oxldlGOd heats and was regarded as a means of oompensatlng for 
poor fumaoo practice* At that time the view was held that any steel 
whloh contained aluminium was of inferior quality* In the 1930*8 
reports of experimental work appeared which indicated that aluminium 
was effective in controlling grain elBC and In inhibiting ageing and 
the atlgma associated with the use of aluminium as a deoxidant wars 
finally removed.
cont*d.*.
It is now possible to produce steels by the use of oxygon, 
steam and the LinB-Donawitgi process, to name three, whose nitrogen 
oonoontrationo lie in the range to 8 . 1 0 * * At nitrogen
levels in this range steels are still susceptible to age-hardening 
so that the grain refining and ageing iniiibiting properties of 
aluminium are of importance.
It appears that if aluminium Inlilbits ageing in steels containing 
nitrogen in solid solution it must have a marked effect on the 
solubility of nitrogen in ferrite and on the rate of precipitation 
from ferrite. Some work has been done &3^14#15»16 the effect of 
aluminium on the ageing, notch ductility and temper brittleness of 
steels containing nitrogen* The reports have often been conflicting 
and clouded with uncertainties. It would appear that the effectiveness 
of aluminium depends on the state of deoxidation of the metal and on 
what other alloying elements are present* It was decided therefore 
that this present work should be undertaken to study the interaction of 
aluminium and nitrogen atoms in iron in m  attempt to help clarify the 
situation since these interactions are of obvious theoretical and 
practical importance.
An experimental technique which would yi^ tld an effective method
of measuring the amount of nitrogen in solid solution as distinct
from total nitrogen content ia to be found in the anelastio effects,
comiaonly known as internal friction, caused by the presence of
interstitial solute atoms in body centre cubic lattices* It has been 
11found that nitrogen atoms in solid solution in alpha-iron produce
*d.. .
®»4®
internal friction effects which are directly proportional to the 
amount of nitrogen in solid solution* Hence the measurement of 
internal friction phenomena provides a method of ascertaining the 
nitrogen in solid solution aa nitrogen which has precipitated does 
not contribute towards internal friction# Further, the interaction 
of alloying elements and nitrogen has been found to produce internal 
friction effects distinguishable from those of nitrogen in iron 
alone"^  ^and the effect of alloy additions on the solubility of 
nitrogen in iron can also be studied by this method* A summary of 
the theoretical background of the study of internal friction due to 
solute atoms will be found in Section 1*2.
-5"
SaatiOB_ ^1*2
Review of the Theory of Internal Friction*
The classical theory of elaetioity implies a linear relationship 
between stress and strain* Siioh a relationship does not in fact exist 
for real metals* A well known ©xuraple of the departure of metals 
from the olassioal theory la the elastic "after-effoot" on loading 
and unloading or recoverable creep under constant etreoe* Internal 
friction is another example# It was Zener"^  in a definitive survey 
of these phenomena who coined the term "onolaotiolty"* By hio 
definition anelastio phenomena exist where strain is not a fimotion 
only of stress* In fact where aneXastio effects are present strain 
la-ga behind stress in time*
From the above definition it is apparent that any physical 
change in a metal produced, by an applied stress will cause Internal 
friction if the subsequent strain is out of phase with the applied 
stress. Such stress induced phenomena include interor^stalline 
thermal currents^*^* stress induced viscous slip/ and stress 
induced diffusion of atoms. It is the last of these with respect to 
interstitial atoms iM solid solution that makes the measurement of 
internal friction such a powerful tool in this present work*
It mxB Rleohter^*^ who in 1937# first discovered m \ elastic 
after-effect in iron which had first exhibited a magnetic after-effect 
or magnetic listereels* Hie work was confirmed by who
discovered that the elastic after-effect was due to simll amounts of 
carbon and nitrogen, but only when they were in solid solution*
cont’d***
»6«
'#e magïietio and elastic? after^effeate he postulated weire merely 
different manifoetationa of the same phenomenon. It followed 
therefore that eino© only those atoms in solid solution oontrlbutod 
to intomal friction the metallurgist had a unique method of 
determining the amount in solid solution and of following the course 
of precipitation of the Interstitial from solid aolution.
Snoek further postulated that thio internal friction wae due
to streeo induocd diffusion of oarbon and nitrogen atome between
interatitial positions in the body centre cubic alpha-lron* In
alphomlron nitrogen tends to occupy the interstitial position
Ï e
the unit cell and produces lattice distortion along the 
tetragonal axis as shown below i«*
p€ <xfoms Z.'TS ^
In a stroos free spaoimen atoms will be distributed equally 
among iiiterotioee having their tetragonal axis parallel to m%y one 
of the throe major axeo of the oell. However when a otreee ie 
applied along the k axio, for example g there will ho a grea,tor 
proho-bility that the ooluto atoms will move to intoretitial positions 
whose tetragonal ayromets-y ia along the z axis® than in the 
unetreesed condition# Time io obviously required for the nitrogen 
atome to diffuse hack to their random positions after the otroao has 
been removedo Hence the strain lags behind the stress giving rise 
to internal friction and other anelastio effeoto©
It becomes apparent from the above model 1;hat the proooss 
Involves the diffusion of interstitial atome over atomic dietanoeso 
The relaxation time for atomlo dlffuaion is given by the exponential 
equation*
a o exp# ^  .*####.####*.######.##o## (1)
where To io a oonotant* K* the gas oonstmit* T* the temperature in 
dog:ee© 0 Kelvin and #1* the activation energy for the diffusion procoes. 
It io in supplying the activation energy for diffusion to the pro* 
stressed aquilibrluiB that energy is diesipated# It lo this 
dissipation of energy that givos rise to the best known phenononon 
of rolmsatlon processes; damping* The terms damping and intomal 
friotion are synonomouB* In this present imrk* the damping of a 
freely oscillating system was uaod to dotormine the elastic aftor* 
effect and hence the amount of nltsxïgen in solid solution#
cont’d##©
Snoek used the tangent of the phase displaoersient between 
stress and strain to define the internal friotion as a function of 
the relaxation time# Ho derived the expression>
^  ....................
where ^ is the angle of dioplaoement* w ia the angular frequency of 
testing* 0 ^ ie an elastic constant of the metal and io 
proportional to the amount of nitrogen in solid solution. The 
simplest way to measure internal friction ie to divide the 
logarithmic décrément of a freely oscillating ayatam ty -rf • This 
ie in fact equal to tan 0 and is referred to as Q**^  by analogy with 
electrical osoillatlons# Hence wo have the following expression»*
^   (3)
^  o 1  + (wr)
ïSheji It Is remembere& thatf «fo exp. dH/RÎ it con bo seen 
that the internal friotlon ie strongly temperature dependent# At 
low temperatures the relaxation time is very large* for any given 
value of To* At these temperatures practically nothing has boon 
relaxed in the period of the application of the stress and stress 
and strain are therefore practically in phase# As a result ia 
small# At high temperatures is so small that relaxation will be 
complete well within the period of application of the stress#
Again stress and strain will be virtually in phase and will be 
small# Only at intermediate temperatures where the relaxation time 
is comparable with the period of the application of stress will 
there be relaxation and (f ^ will be large#
oont*d##«
conditions for maximum Q value ean be determined 
mathematically. ivlll be lari^ eat where the rate of oha;^e of
with w and la aero. By differentiating equation (3) we find 
that is & maximum where w "T" =: 1.0. From thie we obtain:
1 1
W 2 TT f
where f le the linear frequenoy of oeolllatlon.
It also follows that a plot of Q, ^  against temperature for a 
oonetant frequency will have a maxlmusi at the temperature where w'T" 
ie unity. An example of a damping ourve due to Interstitial nitrogen 
in iron is ehown below*»
.............
' m o "3
/
ggo 3 0 0  a to 32.9
f*K
*î 1
The value of Q* at this point* Qm ie therefor© given by the 
expression,
«®1 1 1
(fm » ^  ^ according to equation (3)
0.
from which it follows that,
.......      ,(4)
I f (wT) a
From equations (l) and (4) It ia poaaihl© to calculate a 
theoretical curve Imowing the maximum value of ( f  *, the value of 
clH and the temperature of the maximum# 'Bio use of the two equationa 
is however oumbereome and they muy be combined as shown below;*
For & given frequency the ratio of the maximum value to 
the value of at temperature is,
_Qji Ï* iw
« XstiZLiJsll
2
NoHV since cosh x * f o^
^ 008h (In wt)
/
Given thatTm To exp ^  ###*.##...#*#####*.*###.#.(1)
then In T  * In To ^
-S'S coeh (in wTb t
Q,
oont’d#
.li­
ât the pealc maximum, “T »  %
^ -d!î
mm
• ** 'To ® w
where Tri is the temperature at the maximum Q* value
.% ® cosh ( f ^  )
q-^3.    RTm. R'f. , . .
JdH / 1 1 \Z
" 003h^Y'(? " S ) )
03? Q ™ (&ÏU ••••••«•«••••••(^)
COBh ( I" - |j)j
Equation (5) allows the definition of a relaxation curve in 
terms of its three most Important parameters, the height of the pealc, 
the temperature of the ooeurrence of its peak and the activation ener^ 
of the process of atomic movement involved* Equation ($) was the one 
used throughout this work*
%lle equation (5 ) allows the calculation of the heat of activation 
from one single curve at one single frequency it is possible to 
calculate the value of dh from the shift in the temperature at which
Ti
occurs, with frequency*
At the peaks of two curves which occur at temperatures and 
for frequencies and have,
oont®d** «
12.
2
'g fl* * T/
mi
0 exp HTg
^  mi 
' o 6%p g?
I
. ^x m  i / 1 X \I \r\ W^si£i> p% CL'âSîtî? f J
Wg a  ^Tg /
f
In (^) «8 ^  )
X^
dH R la ( W  Tg ..... ..............
^X "^2
Equation (6) yiolda yet another method of caloulating the
activation energy of the process of atomic movement#
*1The location of the peak of a plot of Q against temperature 
in degrees Kelvin produces useful Information about diffusion rates 
and diffusion coefficients# If the movement of atome in the 
internal friction process is regarded ae a random walk problem in 
a body centre cubic lattice we have D, the diffusion rate, given by 
the reXationehlp,
A 8
D » — y ••••••••••>•••«•••* (T)
gf
whera A Is the diotaaoe an atom jumps in the analastio prooeso and
3where is the average time of stay in a given lattice cite,
oontHU#
*13"
X  is in fact half a imlt cell of ¥  where a ie the lattioe parameter#
Wert ” hag ehovm that "T* is related to the relaxation time 'T', 
thuS'T'^ '’ ^
2
Thus equation (?) becomes D » 3 § % T
At the peek w T ”»® 1*0 and eo I) ia readily calaulated and oan
be ueed for the ©valuation of Bo in the olaeoio diffusion equation 
mi
D Bo exp ET, where D is the diffusion coefficient and Bo a constant# 
As previously mentioned the actual value of the peak height,
Q,m', i© of considerable Importance# From equation (3) it can b©
«>]f
seen that the peak value Qm" where Oq is an elastic constant
and 0 » ie directly proportional to the amount of interstitial atoms 
in solid solution# Therefore u Mreot relationship exists between 
0% and the number of atoms present and hence the weight percentage 
of interstitial element in solid solution# This may be expressed in 
the following way,
« K QW where K is a constant#
In the case of nitrogen in alpha-iron the average value of K from 
the results of several workers is 1*28#
In summary the following Information con be obtained from a 
single relaxation curve l#e# from a plot of (T against temperature, 
for a given frequency;
1) The activation energy of the process of diffusion involved in 
the anolaetio effect where the effect io due to interstitial 
solute atoms# In this present work this will be nitrogen in
cont*d###
«14®*
in Iron or iron-aliiminlum alloys*
2) The diffusion coefficient for the process*
3) The weight percentage of nitrogen In interstitial solid
solution for any given set of conditions.
There is therefore considérable application for internal 
friction techniques to problems of solid solubility and precipitation, 
A review of the work previously done by the application of the 
teclmlque to the behaviour of nitrogen in interstitial ©olid solution 
in iron will be found in the following section.
IS™
;.s Indioa.tad in the previous sootlon the investigations (md 
theoizius* of laid the foundations of all #ie intomal
friotlon wo%*k Yfhieh hao sinoe been done on oolld solutions of carbon 
;,nd nitz'ogon in alpha-iroti* lûiat ïma sinoc bocoîiio as the
;^nock off cot ia oouood by the rodictrlbutitm, WKlor r-n oztomnl 
force, of ooluto stoma among the Intor&tiou# of a body centre cubic 
lattice and the oubsequont diffusion of tho&e solute atoms to 
re^oatablleh equillW?ium afte%" the removal of the wxterasj foroo*
Jnoek*a hypothesis ImUcoted that the damping oausod wan 
proportional to the number of solute atOMns preoen.t find that it was 
;.n cï';i5?otropic property* Polder""^ worked out L:noek*n thoozy in more 
detail snd derived a farrnula I'er the elaotio tfter^effect In terms of 
the elnetic conot e^ito of tne oubio oiyetal and the oj-.louletod 
oomponentg* of a train due to an applied ntrese on <i sinrle oryatal,
I'hls {efpreueion gave the same results ao Sneek* Jhoi'tly afto^ zvmrdn
I'l'ovidecl additional enrzroborative evidence :U that body oentro oubio 
t':ntaluw exhibited relaxotion phe?*omena when co)'b^ )a$ nitrogen 
oxygon wer%3 preeent In eolld ooluLlOAi, Indicating th'^ t ouch phenomena 
are ohar'ctcrietlo of Internt^tial %olld walutienm of body^eentre 
cubic motala*
ibe theory of Interstitial damping wao new well^uubstuntlatwd 
snd ctuuieu of low temperature diffusion* solid solubility and the 
related phenomena, of precipitation could bo luvcntigated in a
ccct*da»*
.16.
unique manner*
64Ko investigated the damping characteristics produced in 
alpha-iron by nitrogen between room temperature and recrystallisation 
temperature at a frequency of one oyolo per second* He found three 
internal friotlon peaks at 20, 22$ and 490^0* Bie first is duo to 
the ^noek effeot, the second appeared after the epeoimen had been 
oold-worked and the third ie caused by grain-boundary relaxation, 
according to Ke*$ analysis* 
daing formula (6) of section 1@2,
, / ^2 s ÜH / 1 1 .
^1 "1 2
Ke calculated the activation energy for the diffusion of nitrogen
whose peak was at 20^0 to be 20 Kcals/mole, to an accuracy of ten
per cento This value is higher than the 16*4 Koala/mole assumed 
by Enoek on the basis of his magnetic after-effect experiments*
Uevoral workers have determined dH values and those are summarised 
in Table 1» :&ost workers have reported dH values in the region of 
18 A 2 Kcale/mole and liave placed the internal friction peak around 
20^G at a frequency of one cycle per second* ».hen using the values 
quoted in Table 1 in conjunction with equation (6) they do not produce 
consistent results when calculating the position of the peak for any 
given frequency* The data of Fast ana Verrijj^^was always closest to 
the aver.hfo of the recults of the calculations, as owi be seen from 
iuoie 1(a)# i-'or this rouoons their data wan used for predicting 
the peak temperature in the present work*
oojt'd
17'
Jquation (?) of the preceding section allows the calculation 
of the diffusion coefficient of the Interstitial in the metal from 
an experimentally determined value of the relaxation time* This la 
found from the position of the maximum damping where w T  la equal 
to unity. In this manner hort^^* studied the diffusion of carbon 
in alpha^lron between 2$ and 200^0 obtaining a v^lue of Do for the 
expression,
d%
D =3 Do exp* ET 
He found Do » 2 x 10* om^/second with a dh value of 20,1 Xoals/mole 
while Fast and Verrijp^^ obtained a value of Do « 7 10*^ cmT/seoond . 
with a dll value of 18.6 Koals/mole for nitrogen. Both agree well 
with values extrapolated from the results of conventional diffusion 
experiments at higher temperatures.
The determination of the solid solubilities of carbon or nitrogen 
from the peak heights of internal friction curves depends on the 
theories expounded in section 1.2. Once tho peak height has been 
obtained the solubility can bo found if the constant of proportionality 
is found. Polder*8 work gives a theoretical value for this oonstont 
for single crystals and Hmlt and Von Duer@n*8 ” for polycrystalline 
solids, This latter gives the weight per-oontage nitrogen as
x'ïa X ^I. i
2*2 X 10*^
which corresponds to 1.33 at 20^0* Moat workers have preferred to 
determine tills value experimentally by direct comparison of ^3^ with 
cuumioel analysis and have found values of 1,26 to
cont*d...
21Dijkütra'" in following the course of precipitation of carbon
and nitrogen from solid solution in alpha-iron discovered that
nitrogen precipitated in two stages if ageing was carried out bolow
300 G* His suggestion of the formation of another iron-nitrogen
phase apart from Pe.N was supported by X-ray investigations of 
A#Jack^' who d&oigaated the phase FeuH*
hijkatra* n roaulta gave the heat of solution of Fe^N in alpha-
iron an 8 Kdalo/mole and that of Fo^O as 10 Koale/molee although
these heats of solution did not agree with Ko8ter#a they were
33supported by later work ". An extrapolation of Dijkstra's data 
giveo a maximum solid solubility for nitrogen as 0*10/ wt* at 590^ 0^*
and for carbon ao 0*02$/ wt* at 723^0.
AS
Using a method of isothermal calorimetry Borelius et al
had obtained solubility figures for nitrogen which differed from
21Dljkstra's by a factor of two* In attempting to account for this
SOAstrom and Horelius^ repeated the oalorlmetrlo experiments* Though 
correcting the previous results they obtained new values whioh 
deviated from Dijkstra*s to an extent that led thorn to suggest that 
in fact was not directly proportional to the amount of dieoolved 
nitrogen* Their calorlmetrio results were supported by relaxation 
measurements on a nitrided spring coil where the nitrogen was 
calculated by increase in weight* Their observations were a direct 
contradiction of the theories of and Polder^^* Support
for Unoek and Polder was aliaost immediately forthooming from the
cont*d,
33 48independent studies of Past and Vsrrijp~' and Rawlingo and Tambini ,
all of whom used internal friction methods.
Past and Verrijp were studying the solubilities of nitrogen
in alpha-iron in equilibrium with the iron nitrides Pe^N and Pe^ JN
and in equilibrium with gaseous nitrogen at one atmosphere pressure.
They produced the following expressions for the solubility Q,
300
:)X±-e.S) B 12.3 oxp.( KT )
'^ (^ 2*1 atm) a 9*8*10 ~ e%p.( RT )
Q(FOpN) « 3.3.10% exp. ( ) wt*/
From the first two equations the dissociation pressure of -Fe.H is
given
pNg (Pe H) m 1*6*10^ exp.( RT ) atm.
Co
which is in reasonable agreement with b^ nmett et al ' who used methods 
of chemical analysis. Using Dijkstra^s results in a similar oaloulation 
the solubility in equilibrium wibh Pe,N is given by,
q(Pe.N) 7.5 e%p.{ RT ) wt*/
53 53The results of Paranjpe et al and Oomey end Tarkdogan show
an even better agreement with Fast and Verrijp* Bieir equation of
the solubility in equilib&ium with gaseous nitrogen agrees well with
the results of Sieverts et al Their heat of solution of FOgbf is
10 Koals/mole and is 2 Koals/mole higher than that obtained by
Mjkstra who found both Fe.U and Fe^N to have a heat of solution of
cont'de.o
« 20“
6 Koals/mole o
48
kawlingQ and Tamljini carried previous inveotigationa to their
logical conclusion and. determined tiie alphn.=--»iran/.l’©.H phaoo boundarioo
'i'
by Intornal friction methodo and found excellent agreement between 
their results and previous work placing the eutectoid temperature at 
with 0, maximum solid solubility of 0®10;iï nitrogen by weight,
Xn summaryp it may bo said at this point that Snoek*o theories 
had been substantiated and that the application of his theories to 
a stu^y o.f the solubilities of carbon tmd nitrogen ±n £tlpha«i;r;on had 
‘^elided rosults which were in good agreement with results obtained for 
these oys terns by other experimental methods ® From this point onv/ards 
Investigators concentrated on the effects of alloy additions on the 
solubility of nitrogen in iron as measured by intc^ rnal friction methods* 
Dijketra aïkd eXadek* discovered that additions of Oo3 atomic 
per cent of monganoee, chromium,molybdenum and vanadium had a marked 
effect on the characteristics of fche iron'^ nitrogen damping curve@
The shape of the damping versus temperature curve vn.m modified in the 
case of manganese and chromium and with molybdenum and vanadium two 
distinct peaics wore observedo In each case the curve was resolved into 
two aomporicmt peaks one of which had the characteristics of the 
normal aiiook peak for an iron^nitrogen system* The second peak^  which 
in each case was at a higher temx>er<iture than the iron«^ nitrogong was 
claimed by Dijkstra and dladek to be due to the presence of atoms of 
the alloying element# The Enook peak is due to the diffusion of 
nitrogen a/boms between iron^lron interstices and the other^ it is
cont*de » A
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suggested le due to diffusion of nitrogen atome between on lron»iron 
Interstice and on lron#»monganooe IntorntiQe, for example* They 
pOGtulat&d that one of the atoms of the tetrahedron of iron atome 
surrounding the interstitial nitrogen is replaced, by a manganese atom 
and that this system has a lower free energy level for a nitrogen atom# 
The nitrogen atom therefore finds it oasier to diffusa to suoh an 
interstice# This theory implies that there is another relaxation 
time and a different activation energy associated with diffusion of 
this nature*
This work of Dljkstra and Sladok had been done to investigate 
a report by Fast that manganese broadened the internal friction 
peak and inhibited the precipitation of nitrogen from saturated solid 
solutiono It is implied by Dljkstra and Sladek that quantities of 
dissolved nitrogen are asoooiated with the alloying olements and that 
by s t u d y t h e  peak caused, their presence and their effect on the 
solubility of nitrogen can be qualitatively and perhaps quantitatively 
ascertained*
Work on an iron alloy containing 0*5 atomic por cent vanadium
56
by Fast and Meijeringr confirmed the effects, found by Dijkstra and
Sladekf They obtained the Snoek peak at 21*5^0 and a second peak
0
in the region of 80*90 0, for a frequency of one cycle per second*
On progressively inoresing the time of nltriding the second peak rose 
higher than the normal Gnock peak* It reached a maximum after several 
hours after which the Snoek peak began to rise* Fast later' concluded 
that the second peak was due to vanadium solubility in gamma*iron
Gont*d***
al felioucb initially hn î’tctci at Irilmtod the of foot to the lyreacmoe of 
vanadium nitride. Ho finally ooncXiided that tUaro was no peak duo 
to diffusion Hetween iron*lron and lron*v^madium intore lions at lower 
tomper;.'.tutvn; oa nitrogen combined profornntially to I'ora vanadium
nitride and oauaed no damping©
50LoaH et aï' ' undertook o cM;udy of an irc>iV<*oiXiGon*«nitr<>gen oyotoia 
(containing 2.83 weight per cent ailioon) by internal friction 
techniques. ïlioy found two x*op:cdHuciblo peaks, with tho oxi#tenoe 
of a thiaAl auepeotodo The peak at 22^0 had the activation energy value 
of 10 Kcnla/aole corresponding to tho normal iron*nitrogcn peak. Tho 
second pock which occurred at 37^ '^H had a value of 12 /ûsaln/mole©
The diffusion coefficient of nitrogen aoaooiatod with the second peak 
wan calculated and found to bo the aamo «b that of nitrogen in pure 
iron© Ho data wua reported i'or the problematical third peak. The 
silicon addition was found to hnvo lowered the coluMlity, tm compared 
with that in pure iron by a factor of ton. Below 7 0 0 ^ 8  the amount of 
nitrogen associated with purely iron oitoo, ao Indicated by the hoiglit 
of the bnoolc peak, wan aogllgeble? Indicating a proforonoo of nitrogen 
for silicon, iholr aoIuMllty rooulto compare woll with those of 
Corn ay and Tark.dogo:n'
Leak ot al postulated that the energy barrier for a nitrogen atom 
going from Iron-ollicon altos to Iron*iron Bites io greater that for 
movement in the oppoulto direction* In other woxdn they ouggest that 
diffusion from Iron^slllaon to ircnv^iron requires a larger activation 
cnorgy than the diffuolon of nitrogen through pure iron. The
cont*d©.*
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activation enor&leB oaloul&ted for the peako due to manganese etc* 
in Dijk8tr&*8 are of the order of 18 Koala/mole and their own
activation energy of 12 Koale/mole for their silicon peak are therefore, 
according to their theory, Incompatable with movement of nitrogen 
from iron*lron sites to iron*8llioon sites, or in Dljkstrols case 
from Ironmiron to iron^mangancae & A value of 12 Koala/mole le 
Qompatahle however with the lron*sllioon to iron*lron process that 
Leak et al claim for the second peak at 37^0#
Rawlings and Rohinson^^ examined and Iron/sllloon/nltrogen system 
with silicon contents from 0*5 to 1.1 per cent silicon at one cycle/sec.
They discovered three peaks at 2g^# 35^ and 62^0 In addition to two
others found only when the specimens were quenched from the gamma 
range, The first was the normal Snook peak with an activation energy of 
18.3 Koals* The peak at 35^0 corresponds to the second peak of Leak 
et for which they find an activation energy of 10 Kcals/mole by 
using equation (6).
, /2x dll , 1 1 \
J-a \ n % m mu /
and a value of 30 Kcalo/molee for the same peak* fæom "the shape of 
the curve"* The peak of 62^G* for which they offered no explanation 
has a dh value of 8*5 Kcals/mole from equation (6) and 80 Kcals/mole 
from the "shape of the curve". The values calculated from the shift 
in peak with frequency using equation (6) correspond with Leak et al 
but seem rather low to the author and their disparity with the values 
calculated from the shape of the curve (a method which they do not 
explain) are very surprising. Low dH values are characteristic of
cont*d.*0
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very broad peaks whioh are often oompoaed of more than one relaxation 
proooee and the possibility exleto that peaka with values of 8*5 and 
10 Ko&ls/mole can bo further resolved into two or more components.
L&xa% et al^^ in an investigation of ageing In low carbon steels 
found that the number of peaka increased ao the aluminium content 
increased from O.04 to 2*36 weight per cent* The internal friction 
reculto indicated the presence of three pooka in addition to the 
normal iron^oorbon peak at 40^0* Theoe abnormal peaks were found at 
24, 67 and 87^0* on# oycle/eecond* and increased in sise at the 
expense of the normal peak as the aluminium content increased* The 
activation energleo found were Ig, 21*8 and 23 Koalo/mole for the peaks 
at 24,67 and 87^0 reepootively* The mechanism ascribed, by Laxag 
et ol^^p to the peak &t 24^ 0 i# that of diffusion between lron«lion 
and ironmaluminium interstices on the basic that the lowest energy 
jump would be of this nature and would occur more easily than diffusion 
between iron^lron and ironmiron sites* The other peaks above the normal 
peak could be attributed to Iron^aluminlum to iron*lron diffusion or 
even to Ironmalumlnlum to iron*&luminlum diffusion where the aluminium 
concentration is high enough to introduce the possibility of aluminium 
atoms occupying adj&oent lattice sites* However no information is 
available of the relative energy states of such sites and so there is 
no sound basis for deciding which process is responsible for which peak*
By comparison it would appear that more than two abnormal peaks 
should occur in an iron-silicon^nitrogen of comparable silicon composition 
and that activation energies of the order of 20 Kcals/mole and not
cont#d*#*
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the 10 Koala/mole obtained l>j Leak et and Rawlings and Roblneon^^
This is what leads tbs author to believe that the peaks obtained in 
the ironmoiiioon«nitrogen systems oould be further resolved#
Certainly if more peaks of a higher activation energy were discovered 
in the case of Lestk at aX the objections of those workers to Dijkstra*G 
mechanism would bo removed#
Vdion this present work was undertaken in I96O it could be said 
that the basic Hiechanlsmi of the theory of internal friction in the 
ironmnltrogea system was well understood# There was good agreement 
on Buoh matters as the activation energy of nitrogen diffusion in 
Iron, the diffusion coefficients for the process and the position of 
the internal frlotlon peak for apy given frequency and the solubility 
of nitrogen In alpha*lron# Investigations had been made in to the 
internal friction curves of ternary systems with lron»nltrogen as the 
basis and attemps had been made to resolve the resulting complex curves 
and ascribe mechanisms to them# As far as the author was aware no 
study had been made on the effeots of aluminium on the solid solubility
61of nitrogen in iron apart from the work of Kula and Josoflason
6 2and Flament ' all of whom were working on Iron-oarbonwmanganese* 
nltrogenealumlnlum systems from which the effect of aluminium could 
not be Isolated#
The work of Loxar et al^^ in their investigations on carbon had 
shown that the iron«aluminium*nitrogen system might also be of Interest, 
Prom a purely thermodynamic point of view the appearance of abnormal 
peaks Is rather unexpected# Aluminium oarbldo is a very stable 
compound and the chemical affinity of aluminium for carbon is much 
larger than that of iron for carbon, for example,
cont*d,*
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On these goimds it might he auppoeed that in a carbonised specimen 
the aluminium would he present as precipitated aluminium carbide 
and as such would make no contribution to damping# Aluminium, nitride 
being on even more thermodynamically stable compound it might be 
expected that no damping other than the Snoek effect would be observed 
were it not for the fact that the aluminium**oarbon system did exhibit 
abnormal damping# Fast in December IgSl^^ indicated that in previously 
unpublished work he had failed to detect any other peak except the 
normal niron*»nitrog©n one in alloys containing 0#5 atomic per cent of 
titanium and aluminium# Mow effects that are found with carbon are 
usually found with nitrogen end vise versa e#g# Collette's abnormal 
peak in lron«molybdenum«carbon^^ and Dijkstra'o^^ in iron^molybdenum* 
nitrogen# Laxar's work had shorn abnormal peaks with carbon and it 
was surpring that Fast found no abnormal ones with nitrogen#
Because of those conflicting views it was considered that further 
investigation might substànti&te or disprove those findings# This 
then was the background against which this present work was 
undertaken#
PARg' 2 - DESCRIPl'IOM AMS USE OF APPARATUS.
Section 2,1 Vacuum Pasting Unit#
Since an investigation of tliie nature was a new departure for the 
Metallur#" Department of the Royal College of Solenoe and Technology 
all of the apparatus deoorifeed in the following eeotiona had to he 
designed, oonatruotod and, in certain oaQOB, calibrated before 
experimental work could proceed®
It was important that the alloys produced for this work should he 
free of gaseous' Impu3?ltie8 such as oxygon and nitrogen® Oxygen would 
combine with any aluminium added and nitrogen would give a false 
impression of the quantity of nitrogen added experimentally# The 
removal of both these gaoea from molten iron can be efficiently carried 
out under vacuum, either by phyoioal or chemical methods#
The unit in shown in Figs.l and 4# Baeioally it conelsto of a 
cylindrical veeoel ei^teen inoheo h i ^  and two feet In diameter which 
is evacuated by a three stage oil diffusion pump(r) backed by a 
single stage rotary pump(8)# The dlffuoion pump (euppllcd by 
Vacuum Industrial Appliances Ltd#) hue a pumping capacity of 800 11tree 
per minute at a pressure of 10^^ mlm# mercury and the Edv/ardc' H i^ 
Vacuum Rotary Pump a oapE^ city of yOO lltree per minute# The top of 
the vecsel is detatohablo and is sealed by sorovm and on 0«»ring seal 
when the unit io in operation# In the top is a six inoh diameter 
port over which an eighteen inch high silica sleeve (b) is fitted by 
a Oa^ ring seal# The top of the sleeve was closed off from atmosphere 
by & water cooled metal cap, the seal again being made effeotlve by
cont'd#.#
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Hound the outer diameter of this sleeve is the copper ooil 
from an induction heater* During melting of the metal the crucible 
(m) containing the charge was wound up in the sleeve into the region 
of the ooil by means of a rack and pinion arrangement (i).
Tho crucible containing the charge is placed in the metal basket(K) 
illustrated in Fig*l, on top of the ratchet in its fully lowered 
position* TSie cylinder is then sealed off mid evacuated. After the 
oruoible is raised into tho région of the induction ooil tho heater 
is switched on* When the charge is molten tho oruoible is returned to 
the basket and alloy additions made before the basket io tilted and the 
metal poured into a previously positioned mould* The oast is allowed 
to cool under vacuum before the system is opened 1;o atmosphère* 
heating power was supplied by a Eadyne medium frequency 
induction heater which operated at a frequency of about five
Kilocycles per second* This heater was purchased after considerable
difficulty had been experienced with glovf discharge when using a high 
frequency (440 Kilocycles/second) induction heater* The discharge is 
caused by electrical breakdown of gas by the high frequency 
electromagnetic field of the induction ooil# The effect becomes 
pronounced below 0*5 m.m, mercury and causes severe power looses# 
Burdon^^ reported that the only adequate solution to the problem was 
to silver plate the inner walls of the furnace water cooling system*
In the design used here this was not applicable and the problem was
obviated by the use of a low frequency generator* This worked
satisfactorily and the charge could usually be melted in approximately
fifteen minutes*
cont'd#*#
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The alloy additions are made by means of a small ohute 
arrangement (u, in Fig#l), Four small oonioal containers are 
filled prior to sealing the cylinder# The containers are actually 
open at the bottom but since they rested on a plate they were 
effectively clooed# The bottom plat© has drilled In It a hole over 
the entrance to the chute# The containers are rotated by means of 
a handle (d, in Plg.l) and when they are over the entrance to the 
chute they discharge their loads into the lowered crucible#
The mould mentioned above was drilled from a cast iron block 
and produced Oh ingot one inch in diameter and six inches long.
The ingot, complete with feeder head weighed just over two pounds#
Tho mould is always preheated prior to casting by a nichrom© 
resistance winding enclosed between two alumina sheaths# It was 
hoped to avoid the piping, and porosity to which a casting of such 
small dimensions was undoubtably susceptible# These defects could 
usually be avoided by heating the mould to between 250^0 end 300^0# 
Measurement of pressure within the vossel is obtained by using 
an M%7ards' High Vacuum Gauge in conjunction with a Pirani discharge 
tube and a Penning cold emission gauge. The Pirmii io useful dovm 
to pressures of 0,05 m,m# of meroua^ and the Penning to lovmr than 
10^ "^  m#m# With the mould heater on to aid degassing, it is 
possible to reach pressures of 10 m#m# mercury, without the aid 
of cold traps, approximately thirty minutes after sealing the vessel. 
The crucibles used are six inches high with @n internal diameter 
of two inches. The actual choice of refractory was arrived at only
_ _________ ____ __________  . - oont'd###.
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after some initial difficulty# -rhe refraotorinese of magnesia seemed 
to indicate that it would be a good material to uoa and attempts 
were made to slip oast cruoiblea of this material# However, there 
were mauy failures due to the difficulty of separating oruoiblee of 
this Biss© from the mould and the failure rate by cracking while 
drying and firing was also high#
Several trial runs were then made using reoiystalllsed alumina 
crucibles* Any pick-up from these orucibles would be aluminium and 
for that reason and their good high temperature strength they were 
chosen# All of the crucibles tested failed soon after the melt out 
of the iron probably due to themial shock*
Camelbles were then made with 2iroosil ramming mixture, supplied 
by Associated Lead Development* Zirooail is a mixture of zirconium 
silicate with mi ammonium %Aosphate bonding agent* The; grey powder 
form in which it is supplied is simply mixed with water and pressed 
into a mould* It is dried overnight at a temperature of 200^C and 
fired to a whit© heat for an hour under vacuum in the vacuum casting 
unit using a carbon s.uBCopter* This has the effect of driving off 
ammonia and forming a refractory complex of airoonimi ailico-phosphate^ 
These crucibles proved very satisfactory in operation and had the 
advantage of being cheaper than any of the others previously used*
They had however one serious disadvantage* Chemical analysis of 
tho casts produced in the crucibles showed that the phosphorus 
content had risen from 0*001# in the original iron to 0.10# probably 
due to partial decomposition of the phosphate complex* Other
oont’d***
possibilities had therefore to bo examined*
Associated Lead Development then produced a high»temperature 
sintered sirconiUBi silicate oruoible, but this \mo found to spall 
very easily* A pure «iroonia oxuoible v/ae then supplied by 
Associated Lead* Theoo crucibles had none of tho faults of their 
other* products and in addition could not bo reduced by alivninium, 
since Esirconia hae a higher negative free energy of forsiation at 
1600^0 than alumina* The solution finally reached was to use 
slroonia oruoiblos with an outer jacket of ranuncd Zircosil* This 
combination proved highly satisfactory and all casts referred to 
in the next section were made in these crucibles#
It was found necessary to use the outer jacket referred to 
above because of the initial, difficul'ty experienced in melting the 
charge® This was due to an mideoirablo feature of the vacuum-uviit 
which allowed excessive heat losses from the crucible by radiation 
through the walls of tho silica sleeve. The design of the furnace 
was less than ideal in okhm? respects. The whole unit had to be 
stripped down and disoormcc Ijed from the induction heater to get the 
cast out so that the system did not lend itself 1io speed of operation. 
Although tho use of a medium frequency induction heater 
obviated the problem of glov; discharge it created another problem*
It appeared that there v;as a critical 8i%g for the pieces of Swedish 
iron used in tho charge* The heater appeared incapable of molting 
pieces which differed greatly from a standard siae of one ujad half 
xnohoa square by half an inoh thick*
oont'de**
Much helpful advice and practical aid in finally j^rocMoing 
caste oarae from Vacuum Industrial Applianooo Ltd*, of Wiehaw, to 
whom du© acknowledgement is made*
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Section 2,2
Heat Treatment Fu'irnaoeQ*
The alloys prodiioed in the vaouim oasting unit had to undergo 
throe types of thermal treatment before ue© in the torsion pendulum# 
Firstly the alloys required annealing during their reduction to the 
0#03 inches diameter needed for the pendulum# It is important that 
the opeolmeno should not suffer oxidation when the oross^seotlonal 
area heoomes quite small# Beeondly elno© it ?;a@ planned to use carbon 
as a deoxidant, deoarburisation treatments with hydrogen would be 
required to remove any resldu&l carbon# Finally, ones the wires had 
been deoarburlsed, nitrogen had to be introduood into solid solution, 
presumab3y^ by a gaseous reaction# It followed therefore that 
fumaoes had to be designed whioh oould operate under vaouum or with 
oontrolled gaseous atmosphere# Furnaoos were built to meet these 
various demands and are shoim in Figs# 2 and 5#
The furnaoes were sonstrnoted in pairs, one pair horixontal and 
another pair vertical, to economise on pumping equipment# Each 
vertical furnace consists of a threo and a half foot long glased 
silica- tube of two inches internal diameter# Heat is supplied by 
tho Joule energy^  from a 22 s#w#g# niohrome wire winding ooverod by 
a layer of alumina cement# The silica tube is housed in a Sindanyo 
asbestos board cylindrical oase (h) in Fig#2 which is packed with 
asbestos wool for insulation# Fartioular care was token in spacing 
the turns of the niohrome ivinding to ensure that there was an evenly 
heated sons of at least twelve inohos in tho central part of the
cont'd###
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fmmaoo* A tolerrnico of % 5^0 was allowed on either olde of the 
middle of tho fmmaeo length for at loaot oi% Inohoa in each 
direotlon* Temperature meaourment io by ohromel|6lUKiol thermocouple 
placed on the outside of the n Wwome winding with its tip at the 
point oorreeponding to the middle of the hot eone# A themmoonplo 
00 placed would obviously not indloate the temperature extant in the 
furnaoo# !%&oh furnmoe was therefore calibrated by determining the 
actual temperature within tho fumaoo in tho nalddle of tho hot son© 
end gmphing that against the temperature indieated by the thermooouple 
on the winding# Temperature control la %  Kelvin Hughoo Proportional 
Oontroller with a quoted aoeur&oy of !» 2^0#
% e  top of tho furiiaoe was sealed from tho atmoophoro by on 
0*ring mndwlohed between a braae ring round tho oiroumforenee of 
the ailioa tube and a braao cap with a goa port end valve#
A detachable bmea quenching tank (p) le attaohed to the bottom 
of the tube by a similar 0#rlng seal provlelon aloo being made for 
a oonneotlon to tho puaqdng eyotem# Bpeolmone are euepended In 
the oarrler (m) an llluatrated In Fig#2# %%lo holder hanga facorn a 
email piece of fuoe wire (l) placed aoroee two termlnalo In the oap 
at the top of the fumaoe# Quenohlng le effeoted by op%)lylng a 
high ourrent aorooe the terminale to melt the fuee wire# Hio oorrler 
and epaoimene then plungo Into t!io quenching tank# Hhen quenohlng wae 
being oarrled out after a vacuum heat treatment tho quenohlng tank 
centaine a low vapour proaeuro oil# % e  quenching medium after a 
nltriding on carburlelng treatment wae water#
COnt'deeo
The pumping system consists of a three stage oil diffusion
pump(o) of t¥/@nty"fiv© litres per second capacity hacked by a
single stage rotary pump(t) of tï/exity-eight litres per second pumping
capacity# (Both were supplied hy Electrical Ltd#)# The
*6specifications of th© two puiape quoted ultimate preeeures 5*10 m#m# 
and 0*1 m*m* of mercury respectively* The vacuum is indicated hy 
a Geieler tube which blacks out at a pressure of 10^^ m#m, and better# 
The system is designed so that the two furnaces can be used 
independently or in conjunction with each other#
Purifloa-tion trains and metering systems were required for the 
gases used in the nltriding and deoarburising treatments# 
gases used are high purity hydrogen, nitrogen, argon and ammonia#
All are dried by passing them over aniiydrous magnesium perchlorate#
In order to avoid carbon plok-up the hydrogen la passed tlirough 
activated granular charcoal at the temperature of solid carbon 
dioxide (Circa *» ?0^b) to absorb hydrocarbon impurities# It was 
later found that molecular sieve material (aluminium oalolum silicate) 
was very effective in removing hydrocarbons from hydrogen and this 
replaced the activated charcoal whose offioienoy fell off quite rapidly, 
In addition the hydrogen and nitrogen were deoxidised by passing them 
through a Beox© tube, a platinum catalytic purifier supplied by 
Engelhard Industries Ltd#
Control of the flow of the gas is accomplished by calibrating 
the normal type of capillary flow-meter against th© volume of gas 
flowing* In the case of hydrogen this was done physically by a 
rotary gas flow-meter#, The ammonia flow was determined by titration#
©ont’d#*#
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Ammonia was passed into an aoid eolutioa of icnoim atrongth for a 
given time and tho oxooos aold titrated against a base#
Ydien spooinieno were being nitrlded by the use of hydrogen and 
ammonia mixtures précautions were token to ensure that they were 
properly mixed# They were not led separately and directly into the 
furnooe but to a eorioo of mixing veoeela (v)# Since the ammonia 
U8od vms never more than 6/* of tho total volume at any one time the 
no0%le which fed it to the first vooeel was much uEirrower than that 
for hydrogen# T)io resulting incroace in %)roooure of the ammonia 
entering the voeeel eneurod that this gae could mix more efficiently 
with the greater volume of hydrogen# The gaeee were then led into 
a large veeeel to allow further mixing before being pooeed throu#i 
a bed of glase beade and then to the fumaoe# This combination was 
found by titration methods to mix the gaees thoroughly#
'.Vhere epeeimens were to be oarburieed this was done by passing 
the previously dried hydrogen through a vessel oontalnihg toluene 
at room temperature to allow it to entrain acme of tho hydrocarbon 
vapour and carry it to the fumiaoe#
In addition to the two vertical furnaces described above two 
horizontal furnaces of very similar design were constructed# They 
were intended for vacuuia annealing and décarburisation treatments 
where subsequent quenching to retain nitrogen in solid solution 
was unnecessary# Tho horizontal arrangement was used as it permitted 
easier insertion and removal of specimens than In the vertical 
fumacos# The only difference in design is that these furnaoes are
          - /
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at right anglae to the pumping eyetern and not dlreotly above as 
is the oase with the vertical fumaoeso
- Sossâsa-Ssjâalœ»
Sino© the Internal friction peak caused by nitrogen in 
interstitial solid solution in alpha«iron occurs at room temperature 
for a linear frequency of one cycle per second it was decided to use 
a torsion pendulum for th© measurement of internal friction*
Tills decision vim taken for several reasons# Frietlj the 
apparatus is simple to construct and frequency of on© cycle per 
second is obtainable within the working range of this type of 
apparatus# The cylindrical shape of the specimen used in this type 
of apparatus moans that frictional losses between the surface of the 
specimen and air are very small#
The apparatus itself le shown in Fige® 3 and 6 end is a 
modification of that used by Ke "^ # The actual pendulum oonsiats 
of a steel frame to which th© top grip (d) for the wire opooimen 
was attached# The inertia member consists of a steel grip brazed 
to a braes rod and a oroeo^mombor of thin steel rod on which are two 
brass weights# The frequency of testing can bo varied by altering the 
distance of these weights from the centre of the orosB^member# The 
frequency range, with the weights (j) used, is one to four cycles per 
second#
Also attached to the inertia member is a small square mlrror(h) 
which reflects the beam from a light source to a drum with a 
photographic paper on which the course of clamping Is recorded as
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shown in Fig# 3» To facilitate the placing of the light spot on  
the dram, the peWulma ie cons true toâ so that there are three methods 
of adjusting the mirror with respeot to the light oouroe and drum* 
Firstly the top grip can he moved vertically hy meane of a eorow and 
spaing arrangement (1 and v) througii the top of the frame# The top 
grip can aleo ho rotated through a oemi-olrolo in the plane of the 
drum hy a ratchet and eorew meohanlem# Finally the mirror itself can 
he tilted throng a email angle hy moons of eorewe fixed top and bottom* 
'The bottom of the inertia member io immereod in a daohpot of oil 
(m and k) to damp out lateral movement to ensure that it moves only 
in torsional vibration* The torsional force io applied to the wire 
opeolmen by activating two oamll elootromagneto (p)# These are 
positioned facing incppooite directions to apply a torque# Tho 
$lz0 of thle torque Is of oonolderable importance with regard to 
the olaetlo and anelaatlo effeote It can produce# This will be de&lt 
with later in Section 3#
The optical eyetem le a siniplo one. Tho exporlmento are conducted 
in normal dark room eafety^light conditlone# The light source (a) 
le a twelve volt, twenty^four watt bulb shining tlirough a rectangular 
olit 10 m#m# x 1 mom# The image of this slit ie focuseed on to the 
mirror of tho inertia membor# This in turn io reflected tlirough a 
convex lens (x) of one dioptre to a plane foouoeing lens which 
produced a very slmrp Iiiglily intense and narrow spot four m#m* in 
length when the light wae fooueeed on the paper on a drum# Tho 
drum (y) la a cylinder ten inches long and six Inches in diameter 
which is driven by a email synchronous elcotrio motor (a) at a
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epeed of one revolution every two minutes* Even at the highest 
frequency of four oyoles per second where this speed gives four 
hundred and eighty cycles over a length of approximately nineteen 
inches of photographic paper, each cycle ie easily resolved from 
its neighbours#
The photographic paper is supplied in rolls of twenty five 
feet by twenty inches, and ie a hard grade of bromide paper to 
give maximum contrast# This paper \ms found to be aenaitive to 
the light spot without pre^aenaltiaing* Several workers 
had depended partly or entirely on human observation of the damping 
to calculate the internal friction* This in the view of the author 
ie subject to too many errors even at low frequencies and becomes 
woXl"Bigh impossible at a frequency of two cycles per second* A 
photographic trace, although slower than methods of visual observation, 
y^^lds a permanent, easily measured record of the course of damping 
and has the advantage that deviations from purely torsional movement, 
ouch ao lateral movement of tho inertia member, can bo readily 
detected by a study of the pattern produced*
ICe'e apparatus was designed primarily to study internal friction 
over a range of several hundred degrees and for that pu:^0 B0  a 
carefully wound electrical resistance furnace was oonstruoted*
For this present work a much shorter range of testing temperatures
OA
was indicated by the literature* The work of Laxar et al “ ^ indicates 
that in the range of aluminium compositions intended for 
Investigation here the possibly relevant parts of the relaxation
coat'd*0 ©
ourve would lie between 10^0 and 70^0® For tM© reaeon, allied to 
the faot that Ke'e Etpparatue does not lend iteelf to ease of 
manipulation with roapoot to loading and imloading the specimen, 
an alternative method of heating the epooimon over a shorter range, 
was sought#
The possibility of heat:3ng the epeoimen by paooing eleotrloity 
through it was ooneidered* Ang and Wert adopted this method with 
an inverted pendulum system where the speoimen was heated by the 
reelstance heat of a current supplied by a low voltage oouroe*
However einoe they admitted to an unspecified rapid falling off of 
temperature towarda the grips of the pendulum ej^id oinoe their method 
of temperature meaourement (by welding a thermocouple to the epeoimen) 
did not recommend itself because of the dongero of specimen 
deformation and %?elding heat on preoipit&tlon of nitrogen, this 
approach was not adopted*
It was decided to build a ivoodon cabinet (b) to surround tho 
pendulwa apparatus, end to heat tho atmoophe% onoloaod within, to 
tho desired temperature* This ie achieved by euepending four 
vortical coilo of 20 e«w#g# nlchromo wire (e), oonnootod in series, 
within the framework of the pendulum* Tho heating ourrent is supplied 
from tho normal two hundred and fifty volt mains and controlled by 
a Variac transformer* Circulation of the air within tho cabinet is 
produced by a small electrically driven fan in the roof of the 
cabinet* It vme found that by having more tume of the coilo nearer
oont'd***
the base of tho pendulum and by Inoreasing the speed of the fan, the 
natural tendenoy of hot air to rise to the top of the oablnet oould 
be corrected to control the temperature gradient over the length
of tho wire from the ooldeat bottom to the hottest top# The
0gradient achloved ie 3 G and oan in faot he improved upon by 
further increaoing the epeed of the fan# However the eubeequent 
air turbulenoe io euoh that the free decay of the vibrations of the 
oscillating oroescmember le interfered %?lth# A temperature gradient 
of 2 1*5^0 about a mean temperature near the middle of the wire 
specimen ie difficult to lm%>rovo upon under the olroumetonoee 
deacz'ibed above# It io not oonoidered that thic gradient is excessive 
and the moon temperatm^e at the middle of the epoolmm le that 
quoted throughout thia work#
The control of tho temperature within tho chamber to any epeciflo 
value le achieved by the use of an adjuetable be^metal thcrm&et&t 
(Type T#8,I# ae supplied by Aeaoolated Electrical Industrie# Ltd#) 
in conjunction with Et Bunvlc oozitroller# (Type F#102 supplied by the 
same oompmiy) # Together these inetrumente can regulate the temperature 
to " 0#5^ of any required value# Temperature moaeuremente are 
aotually made with M#P#L# graduated mercury thermometers which were 
oonsidored to be ae aocurate os any other method of temperature 
measurement in the range from 10*^ 0 to 70^0#
PART 3 " USE OF APPARATUS.
Adclitiona of alurainlum to oteoX seldom exceed a few pounds per 
ton even for fully-kllled fine grained steels. Ooimon additions 
in the semiskilled and fully killed range are three to five pounds 
per ton representing oompooitione of the order of 10**^  weight 
per cent. For this reason th© decision was mado to aim for alloys 
between 0.02 and 0.2 weight per cent, being equivalent to half" 
pound per ton and five pounds per ton respectively# Such a rang© 
would more than account for the maximum solid solubility of nitrogen 
in alpha iron on a stoichiometric basis and will give an indication 
of the effects of aluminium contents of th© order of those in 
commercial steels*
The compositions of the alloys produced arc shown in Table 2* 
The alloys were made from high purity Swedish iron v/hioh was kindly 
donated by the British Iron and Steel Research Association* The 
analysis of this material is shown in Table 2 «
From the point of view of determining the effect of aluminium 
Oil nitrogen it essential the iron be fully deoxidised. The most 
troublesome impurity in the iron supplied by B.I.S.H*A. was 
therefore the oxygen content of O.ig^ S* ïïnloBS eliminated it would 
combine with the aluminium additions to form alumina. The 
conditions for this reaction are favourable since alumina hae a 
high negative free energy of formation^^ at the melting point of 
iron. The oxygen therefore had to be removed before aluminium
cont'd...
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additions wore made#
There are three possible methods of deoxidation (a) by oarhon 
(b) by hydrogen or (a) by an element whose oxide would not be 
reduoed by aluminium# This latter was rejected on the grounds 
that it would tend to leave noa^metallic inclusion© in the metal* 
Deoxidation by carbon and hydrogen would proceed according to the 
equations8"
0 f [o]^=^ 00
Hg (g) HgO(g) where the square brackets denote that
the subotanoe is in solution In the iron. At 1600^0 the negative 
free energy of the carbon reaction is 19,3 Koals/mol© while that 
of the hydrogen reaction is 4,4^^# Thermodynamically therefore 
the carbon reaction is the more effective remover of oxygen#
There are two further advantages# Xn a vacuum system where the 
carbon monoxide evolved is being continuously pumped off by the 
vacuum system the equation will go far to the right as ivritten and 
the resultant oxygen will be very low Indeed, On the other hand the 
controlling factor in the hydrogen reaction Is to ratio of the 
partial pressure of water to that of hydrogen# K, th© equilibrium 
constant is given by,
p.HgO _
K c, p.Hg [o;^ ]
Since there is no change in volume of gas produced the reaction 
derives no special benefit from taking place in a low pressure 
chamber# There are also greater technical difficulties associated
oontid#.#.*
viith tlio Introduction of hydrogen into tho melt than with oarboh* 
liioro are howover two dioadlrantagoo attendant on the use of 
carbon ao a deoxidant# Although quicker and safer to use than 
hydrogen it Is bound to leave a ea,rbon residual in the metal* 
which could only be removed by lengtïiy deearburioation treatments* 
‘Xhere ia aleo the possibility of carbon attacking the refractory 
of the crucible thus*
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oonclitions being favourable because of the rapid removal of carbon 
monoxide by the pumps* By and large* however concern for this 
possibility was unjustified as the sirconimu analyeis in tho 
finished alloys demonstrates in fable 2*
On weighing the pros and oons It was decided that the ohemioal 
offiolency of carbon as a deoxidant out weighed the disadvantages 
Involved :1b Ito use*
Of major concern^ however * was the possible lose of alumlniuiH 
due to volatilisation* The temperature of the molten iron io 
approximately 1600^0 and at this temperature the vapour pressure 
of alumiUdiM* which melts at 660^0 is 4*6 m*m# of mercury at a 
pressure of one atmoephere^^» At the low pressures involved in this 
present work the vapour pressure would be much higher* If the 
partial pressure of aluminium is reduced by the introduction of 
an inert gas such as argon then losses will bo ji:*eduoed* By the 
adding the aluminium additions just before oaotlng losses will
oont*de**
also be kept to a mlnlmmm* Tho taohniqu© adopted therefore was 
to introduo© argon to a pressure of about 20 m#m# before adding 
aluminium. The oruoibl© ime then returned to the heating %one for 
approximately one minute to allow the induction stirring action 
to mix the alloy thoroughly before oasting. The recovery of 
aluminium in alloys made in this manner was usually about seventy 
per cent of that added.
The procedure followed was to evacuate the vessel to lO"^
*•5to 10 m,m, mercury and melt the charge of gOO gme, Of iron#
During this period the metal is effectively purged of hydrogen 
and nitrogen# (liesidual nitrogen and hydrogen are 4*10™4^
2 X I C T respectively according to iaganberg )# It was found 
that the addition of carbon to remove the oxygen produced such a 
violent reaction at this pressure that considerable amounts of 
metal were lost due to boiling and splashing. In some isolated 
oases bridging across the mouth of the crucible resulted# The 
pressure was therefore increased to 20 m,m# of mercury by the 
addition of argon immediately prior to the addition of carbon#
The pressure was then slow]y reduced to Its former level and in 
this way the carbon boil was moderated* The amount of carbon added 
was the stioohiometric amount calculated from the equation*
0 4. 0 00
and was added in small graphite chips#. From Table 2 it can be seen 
that the average carbon residual ie approximately 0,01/J# 
Thomodynamie calculations indicate that this would result in
oont®d*«e
an oxygen residual of the order of It la doubtful if
this level was in fact obtained but there is every indication 
that the final oxygen was very low# With the precautions mentioned 
above the alwilnlum additions were then made. The aluminium was 
supplied by the British Aluminium Go# Ltd* and v/ae quoted as 
9 9^9 9 p  pure# The alloys were oast at a pressure of 20 m,m.# of 
mercury and the vessel was again evacuated to a pressure of 
10™^ m*m# mercury as the oast cooled#
Seotlow 3.2 « PrepagatlOM o.C Speolmena.
It has been bIiowa in Soetion 1,3 that the internal friction 
peals due to nitrogen Interetltially dissolved in alpha iron ooours 
at room temperature at a linear frequenoy of one oyole per second. 
Without exoeption previous investigators who have adopted internal 
friction techniques for measuring nitrogen solubilities have used 
the torsion pendulum# This apparatus requires a specimen of small 
pl%rsioal dimensions to give a frequency of one oyole per second 
sinoe the frequency at which a specimen can be induced to vibrato 
in torsion is closely related to the sise and length of the specimen. 
The specimens have usually been about one foot in length and 
0#03 inches in diameter# This has advantages in experiments of 
this nature as such wires can be readily nitrlded and homogenised 
because of their small oroas-seotional area# All the specimens 
used in this investigation conformed to the type used by previous 
workers#
The task was therefore one of reducing the two pound cast 
produced by vacuum casting to wire 0,030 inches in diameter# The 
casta when deprived of feeder heads and dressed on the outer 
surface were six inches long and just under one inch in diameter# 
Initial attempts to cold roll the caste had caused surface cracking 
80 that eventually all casts were hot~rolled to bar 0#5 inches in 
diameter# Gold swaging and drawing followed until the diameter of 
the wire was reduced to the requisite 0*03 inches# The rolling mill* 
swager and drawing bench are shovm in Figs# 7 & 8*
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Such a reduction v/ao not carried out without intermediate anneals
and those were carried out in vacuum at 600^ 0 in tho furnaoee
described in Section 2#2* Ho prodeterml%wd lirait wao cet on tho
degree of* cold work to whloh the wire wae euhmltted# Annealing
v/ac only carried out when the reduced oroec*»ooQtional area of tho
swaged piirt of the wire broke: in tension during drawing# This
allowed the wire to bo reduced to the required si£50 with a minimum
xmmber of anneals and obviated the problem of the combination of
insufficient ooXd work and frequent anneal8 causing tho growth of
lm?ge grains* The presence of large gmino :1b undesirable ae they
would have lowered the tensile strength and caused frequent fracture
of tho wires at the lower diameters» Several investigators have
obtained experimental results which are relevant when considering
the elTeot of such working and annealing as was carried out here*
Polder *' worked out Snook *o theory in more detail and derived
a foiwula for tho elastic after effect iu terras of the elastic
constants of the cubic crystal and the calculated components of
strain due to an applied otress on a single This expression
gave the same results as Snook when tho stress is applied in the 4 100/»
direction end gave aftex>*0 ffeot as m m  when the stress is applied in
tho <[lll/' direction# This again is as predicted by bnoek#
Fxpaelmontal corroborakion was forthcoming in the form of work by 
IBBijkatra who confirmed the dependence of daruping on solute 
concentration and found that the damping In the<^111^ direction 
was less than of that in the<^100^direotion for single orystalo
cont'd##*
and poljorystalline speoimeno# It follov/a therefore that internal 
friction ie anilootropic and that any procedure which will cause the 
toreion penduluto epeoiraone to have directional properties will ho 
trouhlesoiae* The fact that owaging and wire drawing produoeo 
preferred orientation of g%»alno in the finished wire is well 
estahXishecl. In the case of iron it consists of grains having 
the orystallographio dire0tion<^llO)^ parallel to tho wire axio^ "^  
-Directional properties of this nature can produce different (taping 
results for the same quantity of dissolved nitrogen as was found hy 
Fa.st and Verrijp * What is required then Is a fine^grainGcl metal 
with grains orientated at random vfhloh will possess identical 
properties in 0 ,1 1  directions and give roproducahl© results# Smit 
and Ykm Bueren* in fact demonstrated that greater internal friction 
for the same nitrogen content was found in wires with random 
crystal orientation than in wires with a 110^ texture# Further 
it has boon reported " " that a?eproduoabXo results could only he 
obtained with wires where in addition to xtmüjom orientation the 
grain aise was one tenth of i:ho wire diameter# These conditions 
v/ore produced by recrystallising the cold drawn wires above the 
alpba«garmaa tranaforiuation point at 950^0 as the indications were 
that iron retained its cold^worked to%tm70 on annealing u|> to
18On the other hand îtagerberg and Joeoffoon claim that the 
grain si%e influences the internal friction, caused by carbon in 
solution but not that due to nitrogen# I'his they explain by the
oont*d###
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fact that carbon forms a grain boundary film while nitrogen does not*
A small grain oisse would Inoi^ eaoe the grain-'boimdary surface and
hence the mioimt of carbon in solid solution*
In the caoc of the vdroo produced for this invostigatlon they
••3showed that average grain si%o wae email varying from 2 * 1 0  to
5 * 1 0 inoheo across* Sovoral sasapXoa froza oaeh oast were examined
fox* preferred orientation by the Laue Transmission X«ray method*
In no oaae was there the preference for a^lio)^ texture reported
previously as can he seen from the uniform intensity all round
the oiroumferenoo of the Debye rings in Fig*9: «» Both the microscopic
Êuid X«2?ay examinations were made after the wires had undergone long
décarburisation treatments at 6 0 0 ^0 * Thizs is in agreement with
38
.Lagerberg and Joseffson who also report that X-ray diffraction
did not reveal any preferred orientation in wires recrystallised in the
alphfi^range* Since the wires used in this investigation wore of
a uniform grain sise tîxœughout it ie not possible to comment on
33
the relative merits of tho findings of F^ vst and Vorrijp and of 
and of Logerherg and Joseffaong except to state that with the grain 
si%o described above# the résulté of internal friction from v;ireo 
hfwing had the same nitriding treatment and henoe containing the 
ocmie quantity of nitrogen9 were similfir to within 5 *1 0 *^ of each 
other*
and Carburieatlon«
As pointed out in the previous Section it v/ao realised that 
intermediate annealing after ewuglng and drawing would have to he 
carried out in such a manner as to prevent oxidation of the wire.
It ie particularly important that oxidation should he avoided as 
the wire beooities thinner since an oxide layer even a few thousands 
of an inch thick represents an inoreaeingly higher proportion of 
the oross^seotional area,
Regarding the oxidation of the wire as the reaction
Fe 4* 1/2 0^ 6=^ FoO it czm bo seen that it depends
entirely on the partial pressure of oxygen present, Ihermodynamio 
data^ '^ indicates th£it at 600^0 oxidation will not occur if the 
partial pressure is less thayi 10 " m»m of mercury, Such a pressure 
is within the capabilities of the pumping system installed ap 
described in Section 2,2 and in practice it was discovered that the 
wires annealed under vacuum at 6OO C showed no trziice of oxide
afterwardsa
1*he procedure followed in intermediate anneals was to cXeen 
the wires of all luhrioEints used in the drawing process and anneal 
for half an hour to an hour depending on thiokneos, The wires wore 
tlieii soft enough to undergo considerable reductione of area without 
any diffiouXty,
Analysis of the casts produced showed that the wire specimens 
could be expected to contain app370ximtttely 0,01 per cent of carbon
Gont*da@e
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aa a roaldual from the deoxidation prooeea# A quantity of oarbon 
such aa this could be expected to produce an internal friction 
peak which would interfere quite markedly with a damping peak due 
to nitrogen since the two are only 10^0 apart* This carbon had 
therefore to be removed. Perhaps tho most common method of 
décarburisation of iron Is to pass wet hydrogen over it at 720^0# 
the temperature of maximum solid soluMXity of carbon in iron® There 
are two reactions involved,
1). C -Î' H^O CO 4 Hg
2). C + 21Ig CH.
At 720^0 these have negative free energy values of -32 ICoals/ 
mole and -4*6 Koals/mole respeotivoly^^. It is apparent that the 
first reaction is the more efficient ae a deourburisor. However 
in alloys containing aluminium in substitutional solid solution the 
following reaction ia possible*
3), 2A1 + IHgO + 3^2
Again at 7 2 0 ^ 0  tho negative free energy value is 166 Kcala/mole^^ 
and henoa reaction (3) is the most likely of the three to occur*
Tills excludes the use of wot hydrogen for the alloys need In this 
investigation (since it will result in the lose of aluminium in 
solution during the décarburisation treatment)*
It only remains to bo seen if conditions can be controlled 
to ensure that a dry hydrogen treatment involving only reaction (l) 
will deoarburlso tho metal* For the reaction tho equilibrium 
constant, is equo.1 to the ratio of tho partial pressures of
oontM* #.
hydrogen and methane tlmn»
K « S®4 
pll/
Calculating K from the free energy data for 726^ 0^ yellds 
the answer that K 10*” # Assuming' that the partial pressure of 
hydrogen Is unity (a reasonable assumption), pOH, becomes equal to 
l/lO of an atmosphere. In other words décarburisation ie possible 
if the partial pressure of methane oan be maintained below one tenth. 
If the hydrogen uoed flows through the furnaoe at a high linear 
velocity then the system should be flushed clear of methane#
Reaction (2) Is in fact more efficient at 600^0 and at this 
temperature all the carbon present should bo in solid solution# The 
procedure adopted therefore was to deoarburlse at 600^0 under hydrogen
flowing at 150 CZper minute for ninety-six houro#
According to 81ovort*s Law the solubility of a diatomic gas,
Buoh as nitrogen, in a metal ie porportional to the square root of
the pressure. This statement is expressed as,
#  O K(pHg)»
For a solid solubility of 0*1^ 5 nitrogen In alpha-iron 600^0 ilcvert®s 
Law indicates that this quantity of solid solution would be in 
©quilibrium with nitrogen gas at a pressure of about ten thousand 
atmospheres. Since the negative free energy is -11,8 Koals/mole^^ 
this gives a K value of 10^3 ^nd hence a (pHp) value of 10^# It 
follows therefore that nitriding by the use of pure nitrogen is 
out of the question,
cont*d#,.
Hydrogen lias been shown to have a catalysing effect on the 
solution of pure nitrogen In alpha-iron due to the formation of 
some intermediate liydrideo on the metal surfaoe hut the reaction 
appears to he slow below 9 0 0 ^ 0  which effectively limits the amount 
of nitrogen which omi be taken up to the solubility limit at that 
temperature*
Since none of the above methods la satisfactory it was decided 
to use the cracking of ammonia, which iron catalyses, to introduce 
nitrogen into solid solution* The reactions ares- 
MH. t= ^  S f 3/2 Hg
and M ^  C  H ]
where the square brackets denote nitrogen in solution in the metal®
It ia possible that hydrogen ie taken into solution in the came way 
as nitrogen but it has been reported that a smooth metal surface, 
such as results from drawings and a large gae flow minimise this 
roaotio&^O*
Considering, In the meantime, only the reaction for the cracking 
of ammonia, the equilibrium constant Is,
K m
It follows that tho partial pressure of nascent nitrogen and hence
the nitrogen available for solid solution ia proportional to the
ratio of the partial pressures of hydrogen and ammonia*
66Tlie data of Lohrer indicates that for equilibrium at tho 
eutootoid temperature of 600^0 the ratio of ammonia to hydrogen
oont'd,**
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should be ono tenth on a volume basia# Ikperienoe quickly showed
however that this wae too -high an ammonia potential and tended to 
give a z5ubotantial nitride layer on the surface of the specimens,
I
an example of ovor-nitrlding in this way, A definite
triplex structure is evident® Tho outer layer is iron nitride,
the second an iron-iron nitride eutoctoid and tho inner section is
alpha-iron with nitrogen in solid solution. This spoolmen gave
rise to anomalous results# Continued nitriding treatments gave
deoroaalng solid solubility ao indicated by the internal friction
pealc instead of increasing solubility, for treatments with a ten
per cent ammonia mixture. In fact as iron nitride was formed there
were fewer intorstioce for interstitial nitrogen to oooupy OAid
contribute to internal friction and so the damping peak decreased.
This indicated that the equilibrium amount of nitrogen at 600^C
for ten per cent ammonia was in excess of the eutectoid composition,
20 13Calculations from known diffusion data “ * show that at 
600^0 a period of eight hours would elapse before nitrogen would 
diffuse to tho centre of 0,03 inch diameter wire opecimen, Bight 
hours nitriding with ten per cent aimaonia, mixture would lead to 
gross over-nitricUng and so the technique developed was to nitride 
for a short period, say thirty minutes or an hour, with a six per 
cent ammonia mixture and then homogenise for eight hours. In this 
way it was possible to dissolve quantities of nitrogen up to the 
eutectold limit of 0,1^  ^without forming iron nitride®
The usual procedure was to nitride the specimens in a six 
per cent amziionia, hydrogen/ammonia atmosphere and then quench the
oont*d,,.
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speolmons to retain tho nitrogen in solid solution. The fumaoGS 
wore always flushed out with argon before being opened to 
atmosphere to prevent the possible foriiiation of explosive mixtures, 
Specimens wore then stored in liquid nitrogen tmtil they were required, 
A few specimens v/ere oarburised for oomparlaon with the v/ork 
of Laxax* et whozse technique was used for tho sake of
ooiDparlson, It oonoisted of heating the wires in a furnace 
containing toluene introduced by passing hydrogen through e. vessel 
containing that liquid.
^8"
Beettipn 3 . 4  Meaaurornent of Internal Friction.
In the tiieasuremont of internal friction the applied stress 
should b,o so small that it should not exeeod the elastic limit 
 ^of the Material being tested and tho internal friction should be
Independent of tho amplitude of vibration during testing^#
5*3
It has been shown that so long as the maximum strain amplitude
I"* *
in a specimen is bolow 10'"‘'^ or 10** damping is independent of 
amplitude# The moximuïii amplitude of vibration usually observed
' on the four photogmphlo traces v/as 5 cm at a distance of metres
!
from tho mirror on the pendulum, with a specimen 0*030 inches in 
■ diameter' axid ten inches in length the maximum shear stress on the 
outer diameter M* the v/iro is 2.10 p.a.i. This is calculated
t '
i’rom the equation*- 
r0Stress where r is the radius of the apecimene 1 the
length of the specimen and 8 the angle, in radius subtended by the 
amplitude of the trace produced on the drum four metres from the 
specimen. This is v/oll below the yeild point of iron which is of 
the order of p.s.i# and is equivalent to a maximum shear strain 
below the required limit* The total weight of the bottom grip, 
inertla-membor, mirror and brass vmights ie 65*36 gme* Tirls 
corroeponde to a tensile stress of two hundred p.e.i. on a speciraen 
0 * 0 3  inches in diameter, which again ia fax* below the yeild point 
of iron at room temperature. From these two calculations it was 
concluded that thore should be no permanent change in the wire 
specimen during measurement of internal friction.
oont * d.••
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To tost further the indejjendexiOQ of intornaX friction from 
tho amplitude of vibration o. plot of tho amplitude agalnot the number 
of vihrationn was made for several ousob© Au can bo seen from
I '
Fig_J.|. a olrraight line reXationehip ia alvmyo found© This 
demonetmteo that under tho oonditiono described above the torque 
on the wire wao suffloientlj small for the logarithmlo decrement 
and hence the internal friction to be independent of the strain 
amplitude© Tho differont gradients in Fig*tl illuetrato different 
rates of decay of the free vibrations of the specimen ioo® different 
ratoB of clamx>ing»
At least nine different unite have been uoed to express 
internal friction or damping capacity in a quantitative manner®
The moot common however are the dimenoionleoa ratios independent 
of the olËio of the specimen* They are the logarithmic decrement, , 
axid the reaonance-aurve breadth factor Q* • These two are inter™ 
related®
The logarithmic decrement is defined in teriiie of tho maximum
amplitude of successive cycles of freely decaying vibrations®
(T - / An \
^  ^An 4' 1 ^
where An and An 4* 1 are successive aïiiplitudea. Usually the decrease 
in amplitude between two b u c o o s b I v o  cycles is too small to be 
measured with any accuracy and so the decrease over a large number
of cycloa is noted* The formula Is rewritten thus#-
S . i In ( g  )
where Ao is the eaRplitude of the first cycle, An the amplitude 
of the (n 4- l)th cycle end n the number of intervening cycles*
oont *d...
*®*JLcT' is eBsentiallj a unit used ia electrical terminology but 
can be applied to aïiclaetio effects by anology and is related to 
^ thus,
5 " T
and he;,1 0 0  zrr la ( 4“"* )If a  ^All '
This was the measure of internal friction used in this work.
—IAnother method of detormiringq “ ia to find the time or number 
of cycles for the amplitude to fall to half an arbitrary intial value,
«f>*ï
The equation for Q "" then reduce a to
fj fe’S Cl"* Q  ^ ri
V, f a  fTftT
where f is the linear frequency and iff is the time for tho amplitude 
to fell to half its initial value®
These latter formulae are generally uood by those investigators 
who calculated the internal friction by human observation i@e* 
without making* î;i j)erraanent record, as referred to in Section 2*3 
However the observer omi easily make mistakes in counting: or timing 
and has no means of chocking his results without repeating the 
whole experiment# In addition it ia often the case that no two 
complete cycles fall exactly within the ratio ls2« These methods 
are therefore not quite as accurate as the methods described below#
It was for these reasons that it wae decided toimke a perznanont 
x'ecord of the damping in the form of a photographic trace, although 
the method is slower, involving tio it does developing and fixing# 
Typical photographic traces are shown in Fig* 12# Typo (a,) 
is classed acceptable ao it shows none of the defects of
oont*d###
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traoe (b). Trace (b) lo an example of lateral movement of the 
inertia -member oauoad by the al:e turbulence of too high a fon apeed* 
Thie trace ia obviously not zm acceptable measure of damping as 
more then pure torsional movemont is involved*
Tho procedure followed v/aa to measure the width in centimetroG 
of ono of the wider amplitudes near to the top of tho trace and, to 
count dorm from that perhapa 26, 5 1  or 101 cyoleo as the nature of 
the trace allowed* The amplitude of tho nth cycle, be it 26,31 or 
101 v/ao then measured* A small correction equal to the width of 
the light spot waa subtracted from each measurement and tho equation
a ^ r’ï «sikÏW.tIi 1 t’t { \
' Tfn  ^An  ^.
was apï>lxc3d*
Al; this point it lo relevant to dlsouoo tho question of 
background clanipingo Obviously any donqrlng value obtained from a 
apooimon with nitrogers in solid solution ia not attributable solely 
to the presence of nitrogen» There will be contributions from 
damping due to residual elementz3 such ae hydrogen and carbon 
dissolved in the metal* Magzietio and irmnic aftor-offeote not to
mention friction between the surfaces of the epeoizaen and tho
inortia-raooibox' and tho air will also contribute to the damping as 
measured* Intorcrystallino damping will also be present ao part 
of tho measured value» It is however possible to reduce those 
effects to an acceptable milnimum by choosing tho oxporimeutal 
0  oncli tion e carefully *
It ia known'' that tho apootrum for relaxation effects extends 
from 1 0 ^ ^ to 10^ cycles pea? second^* Relaxation effects due to
oont*d*•
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grain boundary movement ooour at frequeneieo of the order of
10**^  ^to ;ur^ and thooo due to intercryataXline the3:mal currentz3 above
10^ s It oan foe seen therefore that in the frequency rmiq^ a of one
to four oyolee per second used here contributions fj/ora those two
effects will be very emails hVen daraping duo to inte3?i3tltial soluté
atoms la to be found over a vange of 10 * to 10 eye lea per second*
26Within this range it has been found “ that for a frequency of one
cycle por second the into3?nal friction peak due to lîych/ogen in
oalpha-iron lies at -173 G* Again the oorit^ xlbution to damping at
room temperature whe3?e tho nitrogen peak occurs will be negligable
from any dissolved hydrogen In the specimens#
11Snook in his exporimcmto applied a longitudinal magnetio 
field of fo3?ty oorotod to aupprasB the doraping cauoed by magneto- 
. meohanioal lystoreslz^ effeots# With the strain zxmplitudes described 
above without a magnetic field background damping values on pure 
iron specimens freed of carbon by prolonged }jyd'i?ogen treatment ae 
previously deooribod wore found to be as low as Since
thio value included air losses duo to friction it would appoas? that 
Snook®0  fears would not hovo beexx justified under tho conditions 
need for this work® It was decided therefore not to take tho 
measures adopted by Snook® Since the backgToimd chniping was so lev? 
it became zipparent that it v/ould in no way obscure the damping;:,; due
 ^m 2*7
to nitrogen which was oxpooted to bo of tho order of 10*"’ % Fine 
and Pearson^^ have obtained baekgTOund dtviipings of 10^ ^^  with pure 
iron by streamlining the oscillating inertia member, olimlnating; 
oil daiiiping and by ox>erating in vacuo# However the additional
oont *d*,#
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ope3?zxtlonal complications hai^ dly justify the oxpense onà 
inconvenierioe for thio present investigation• It was aleo found 
that tho depth to v/hioh the inortiOv-membar wae dipped into oil 
to dam]) out lateral vibrations had a slight effeot on the baok«'i« 
ground damx)lng* This was adjusted to give maximum 0 ux>pr0 OBion of 
lates^ al movement with minimum increase In background claraping*
Thie wae found to be a depth of quarter of an inoh Êïnd the inertia- 
member was alv/ayo Immersed to thia depth#
'Jlie linear frequency of vibration v/ae always measured 
directly from ii pho'fcographio traoo* l*he synohconoiio motor 
d3?iving liho drum was voiy accurately oonetruoted to revolve once 
every two minutas without vibreatlon* The number of cyolea in one 
complete revolution of the drum was found and simply divided by 
one himdred and twenty to give tho linear frequency in oyolee per second.
iüs,SsaJ.aâ.
ÀB already ladloated In Seotlon 1»2 the usual tommer lu vzhloh 
the heat of activation, dH, of the diffusion prooeae ia oaloulated 
l8 by applloation of the formula,
f._ "1 dH , 1 1I VI lEtît-sa 139 l-T.SSsa i «àwSÆi» r-,.hu ^  ^ Ti \ m Mlf % % m 
to the data obtained from two complete curves obtained ty plotting
against temperature at different frequenolee* In the above
equation T_ io the temperature of tho peak of tho ourvo obtained at
frequenoy » The symbols have a aimllor elgnlfloance#
The equation may be slightly modified, and rearranged thue,
f,
H In ("AX pj 4® 4*
■ (l\ - Tg)
when it becomee apparent that the value of cül depends largely on
the difference between T^  and The valuon o f frequenoiee con be
calculated very accurately from the photographic tracec and the 
error induced here ie  almost negllgable®  The accuracy of the 
tmaperatures however ie quite another matter* In the system of 
controlling an meaauring the temperature at which the in d iv id u a l 
pointo on the ourve are determined there ie an error of « O.g^O.
The position of the peak of the curve ie determined by jmopection of 
the completed curve on the graph* This can probably be done to an 
accuranoy of ^ 1^0* When it is considered that within the frequenoy 
range of the torsion i)endulum i*e* one to four oyolee per eeoond the 
shift of the  peak is only 14^0 it can bo coon that the error induced
oont*d*,.
of the order of ten j)er ctmt at the best# With peaks v/hioh are 
SGi a^rated by a smaller temperature internal tho error becomes 
oorreepOBdingly larger®
Alternatively the clH value oan bo calculated from individual 
points on the curves® The theory indicates that the relaxation time 
of a process should be constant for ony given fraction of the peak 
irrespeotivoly of tho peak height« That is to say that the relaxation 
tiïae at 80/v of the maximum value of Q ‘ should be tho same no 
lïiatter v/hat the actual value of the iaaximum Mathematically
this fact can be stated,
ut K (a constant) 
dJiilovf 'T”-1 ■fo exp® 
k dh
a 0 W  c-'J J O  exp® Hf
Hence InlC - Imv -, Info 4- ™
, K dU In YÔ " RT
/o In 2TTf = 'Mr «> I”
A A I VI Ï « " .A «--îsa* o rn g-rrTb liT
From this equation it follows that plottixig tho reciprocal of the
temperature corresponding to 80/5 of the peak height against the
naturzil logarithm of the frequencies &t which tho peals occurs should
yeild a, sfc3?a;lght line whose gradient ie dlU The procedure can be
repeated for any f3?fiOtioii of tho peak height. For accuracy this
method requires at least three curves to establish the straight 
line relationship. It is a more oumborBome method of calculation but
oont*d».e
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experience has ohovm that it is possible to determine the height 
of the peak 1;o a much higher dOjgree of aocîumoy tho.ï\ tho actual 
peak position* The previous statement vxlth roga^ /d to tho aoouracy 
of temperature measurement still holcfegood but tho aocuracy of the 
method does not. depend at all on the tempe:mtu3?e difference between 
peak heights® The acouraoy of this method is higher than that of 
tho previous method*
Two methods have been evolved for calculating the dH value 
from a single One is a graphical method and the second is
essentially one of trial and error v/hich involved the use of u 
computer®
11The firmt method mokes use of tho oc|uat:lon deriircd by Bnook" 
first discussed In Section m m m l j f
%  1 4* (w H)^
It v/ae also demonotratod that this expression could be modified 
thus,
2c',lîlf vdi03?O OjS' is tllG
1 +
<0>1
value of a,t tlie peo.k height o
Uonoa 4- - 2Um%Tv/
03? r^(wT)® - -I- « 0
This is a quadratic inf-wid its solution izi given
2(iiè, \7^
oont *d#««
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sq’K
That la to aaÿT le viow oxps o^oood in terme of a aingle value
of cf 9 the frequonoy w and the peak ma>dmuTa cfm • Remomhoring that 
diî
•q^ca ‘f'o exp RT it can be Been that if the valueZ3 of the natural
y  logarithîA ofTl^ so found are plotted against tho reciprocal of the
—1temperature of the Q " value used in the qwadrntlo the result will 
bo a straight line whose gradient iB dh#
ikio solutions are yielded by the quadratic and two straight 
lines are foimd v?hieh intersect at right ang'tes. That io to sz^ y 
Y  tho two sets of values for IT give tho same numorioal result for
dU but the sign di.ff(n?.So Thio method is hafsically similar to tho 
previously jziontionod graphical raethod but }yia bhe a.dvfinta.go that 
only ono relzm\tion curve need be determined ®
Tho computer method uses tïie formula, also developed in.
e>3 <'"1
Section 1.2 giving (C " in korms of the maxizaiHii q*”" value its 
keznpomturo z^ nd the dii thus,
c{Sf m (5) ^ *ït‘-TMrA-*.»ayiHr«^'»rC-‘afcyr* \ r
ooîih { | ‘ ( I  - S  )]
All of the ©xpcociriGntal j/osults found were fed into the oomputes? 
whicl.\ produced a ou3?ve in terms of kiie three vz;,rio,bloB , Tsa and dll 
which was the beet mathematical description of the ou:rve found 
0 xporiBientol.3.yo TIio method of least onuores was used to determine 
this curve.
A rango of values of dll, Tm Ziud :# was obtained from mi
oont®d,*«
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Inf^peotion of tho exporimontal roaulta and it was by testing those 
in conjunction with oaoh other that the combination of oill three 
which, best described the exporiniental curve wat3 found* If the 
résulte indicated that either the lower or the upper limit of zany 
of the three variables to bo the host then the range wao extended 
beyond that limit and the roz^ ulto retested» 'Biia ensured that there 
wae series of values both above and below that indicated gb beot 
which gave a poorer fit with the experimental results* This is 
Important ia aeoeoBing the acduraoy of the method ae will be shown 
below*
By working to tîie eighth decimal place khe oohiputea? is abl© 
to dietingquioh betv/een mean square deviations of lo3Tl® 10 and 
1*423» icr*^  to quote two oxempleo* For the cloven expérimental 
results involved ia thio case the average deviation Is 
per resul t * Since the reproducfability of values of io « 5 @10^^ 
it io clear that the raathomatiGzal distinotion made by the computer 
is not justified on tho gromid of experimental accuracy» Working on 
the basis of &m oxporizsientaX /^eprcoducabllity of 5 it oan be
calculated that tolerances of whore x is bho number of
experimental résulté should be applied iu accepting the mean square 
deviation quoted by tho computer*
Several workers have shown that it ia possible to obtaixi 
relaxa,tion peaks which oan 'be characterised by no one relaxo/kion 
time* IPiiese have uzjually been due to tho combined effects of two 
interstitials or of an interstitial and an alloying element*
o o n t * d * » *
It ia pQsslbl© to analye© these ouarvoa hy making the following 
aeeiMptlons %
1 ) That the peak ia due to at loaet two relaxation prooese
and the experimental ourve is the sum© of these*
2) That these prooasoee do not alter suoh ohamcteriaties
as the and Qm values of each other#
3) That the oharaoteristies of one p m m m  are well knovm#
Thus if nitrogen is introduced into an iron alloy and the
resultant relaxation peak does not have the aharaoteriatlcs of 
a single relaxation prooees, an analyeio oan h© mad© bj assuming 
that the normal peak duo to nitrogen in iron ia present* %  
knowing the frequenoy of testing the peak temperature oan be 
Qaloula,t©d» Making uae of aasumption (2) the curve for the iron- 
nitrogen prooeee oan be oaloulated theoratloally and eubtrooted from 
the experimental results leaving one or more unexplained peako#
A computer programme working on the aame trial end error baaia 
ae that deaorlbed above was developed which gave the best 
mathomatloal deaoriptlon of tho experimental reeulto in terms of 
two or more relaxation peaks*
The oomputer used wan the Ferranti Sirius model and deeorlptione 
and dotalle of the programmée used are given in the Appendix to 
Section 4  together with the programme inetruotlone in Slriue 
Autocode*
There wore In faet three computer prograïamoo ueed lu thla 
inYestigatlou^ Two wore oouoeraed with finding the host 
%&8^t&iew%BUbi(3eLl eKC%klaüaf&tdLcwi lOdT (& a&et «odr <%%:]pcwflja(%KrbGÜL :r<S8i%l/t8 fw%cl ibhuB 
IbhdLardi %M%8 ci zatüeaijghut f()in%%KE%l <}8Ùl()üüL0;bjuori jCaxam g%n (aertaibCiiiBiiecl
formula»
jbi? i63qpüLo,:lMLG<& :Ln SaeMSixlon ]&*!) :li; île gooiBGihle ibo ()b1bt%ln ai vttlue 
of the aotivation ener^ of a diffusion prooesa, dîl,in oonjimotlon 
with two other faotore from experimental i%8ulto« The method need 
is essentially one of trial and error based on the method of least 
squares. Here the "hest^fit" of a theoretloal ourve to the 
experimental one was found by varying the three parameters of
equation (5) of Section 1*2# The equation ie;*
W \t. ffi
ooeh
where the three parameters are Q%T$ the peak maximum which oooura
. - 0 . . .  
at a temperature of Tm "K and dH is the heat of aotivation*
in this expression i@ an experimental value found at temperature
T A,
The haeie of the programme Is as follows* A set of experimental 
results* desorlhing a complété curve is fed into the computer 
together with a range of values of Tm and dh which ere 
obtained from an inspeotion of experi.mental results* At the 
temperature of one of the experimental results a theoretical 
value of (% 1 is oaloulated from the lowest value each of the given
sont  ^d *•*
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mluea of Qlii and Tm* This theoretical value of is 
aubtraoted from the experimental value and the difference 
between the two is squared and stored by the computer* The 
same process ia repeated for each experimental result: fed into 
the Computer until every oxporimental result hao been so treated and 
the sum of the squares of all the deviations has boon obtained*
This tôtal is stored by the computer as the mean square deviation#
The vfhole cycle is thon repeated using the same experimental
«1results and the same dll and Tm but with a different value of Qm «
The mean square deviation is evaluated for this cycle and compared 
with that of the first® If it is smaller then It ia retained by 
the computer as it reproBonts a closer fit between the theoretical 
and ox;porimonkil curves than the previous value which is now 
rejected* If hO¥/eve?r th,a oeooml value is the bigger then it is 
rejected* This cycling process Is repeated unbiX the whole range 
of values of dlif Tm and Qm' have boon used# Henco if there are 
five values of dhg four of Tm and three of Qlil'there would be sixty 
cycles (5 X 4 % 3) and sixty values of the mean square deviation
tested to find the smallest* These variables are given regular
increments ovor the range of values to be tested* The programme is
ooïïîploted by the eompute;r printing out the ooïûbination of dll, Tm
end Qm which hovo given tho smallest oiean square deviation i*o* 
the closest fit between the theoretical and experimental curves#
Tiio p3:og:eam!UG is given below in the Autocode used in the hirius 
oomputore
oomt ^ d,ft * ©
72*
PROGHAM® 1,
Jvl
v7 0 »®APE 3 
vl«TAl’E 6
v'?3«v3
¥74®'^ 5
VlOeTAPK*
alæmO
vüOmlOO
7)v7«100
4)v0'-0
n0=0
l)v5!I.KV3®v(.U-!-nO) 
v51°vXXv51 
v51-v'jl/loS87 
v51"iv5.l/v3 
v51=--vgi/v(:il-i-nO) 
v52oEXIV:
?F
v5X«v32-i-g3 
vgicfvgi/g 
v53,-v5/V51 
jl«v(10-i-n0, 
v51«v51Xvgi
COBt*d,
3*®
v8
-^3
2)v7«*v8
V9e:v5
^  3
3)v5=v5'$'v72 
^  4gv6>v5
v5«v74
^ 6
5)v55»i?7 
vg6%v3 
v57«=v9
6)v3»v34'V71 
"^7pv4^v3
v3mv?3
paiWlV55,3008
PRINTvl*4lOO
PRIW'fv5Ge4062
PRI:Tv57*4005
^8,v60>v55
9@
8)v60#v55
OOAt*&**o
v6l>=vl
v62«v56
v63mv57
-5-9
9 )vXmvl+v7 0  
10,v2> vl
ÏRXÏ
H Ï fl RESIDUAL
PHIff'.ev6li,3100
PRM'i,V63s4062
PRIIÎ'XVG354005
pR:ts'.iv6 i5 4 0 oa
I'r.x'J.'
liKGIDuAL 3
n0=0
li)vgi-^ v6 2 '»v(ll-!-i
v51«v61Sv51
vgi^v5l/l.987
y53.=-v5l/v62
v 5 1 *=>v5 l/v(X:i-!-nO)
’/5 2 °SX)-vgi
v53-l/v52
v5i«vg:i/2
v5X“v63/v‘31
OOllt^ do 0 o
«,75^
XO*MlO )«¥53.
PRIH^(Il.mO),4062
nO®BÛt2 
—=>"Il;aO/nl
( -^ o )
The data foa: th is  programme has to  he arranged in  a definite 
oequenoe to  f i t  the  construo tlcm  o f the p r o g r a m m e I f ,  fo r  example, 
the  too t  v/ao be ing made f o r  tlH values from  16 Koale/mole to  
20 ICoale/mole at In te rv a ls  o f 0#$ K oals/tso le , fo r  Tm values o f 
312 to 33J^K with inoremente of l^K and Qn?' va3.uee from 2*5,10""'" 
to 247*10*^ at interv&lo of 2*10*^ then the data would be made 
out as followos™
!)00
1
0*0002
16000
20000
312
317
0,0250
0 * 0 2 7 0
Tliie would be Immediately followed by the experimental values 
of Q*'" omd their temperatures thua%«
oont*d*e.
«a 7 6 *^5
0,0086
890
0 , 0 0 9 0
893
Ote© etc©
Poeolbly one point of explanation remains. The Sirius 
Autooodo does not contain instructions which will allow the computer 
to calculate hyperholle cosines as ie required by equation (5)#
The procedure followed vias to calculate the value of the bracket,
dH , 1 1 \
R  ^T Tm
and put this equal to x, Tlie coeh value was then fowid by addition 
of tho exponential value of x according to the expression,
cûah X «
2
It l9 approoiated that Programme 1 doos not calculâto the 
"boat" va.luo of dJh alone but the best value of dU in oonjunotlon 
with the "best" values of Tm and Qi2', Experience has shown however 
that it was always on the basis of the dH value that the "besWfit" 
was decided, The programme was designed suoh that at the end of 
each cycle, it printed out each mean square deviation with the 
value of dll, Tm and which produced it. Hence the trend towards 
the beat combination could be observed» Generally speaking the 
best values of Tm and -ZmT were picked within the first few cycles 
and thereafter the issue was settled on the basW of the dH value. 
This is readily understood when it is realised that changes in Tm 
would produce a lateral movement in the position of the theoretical
CGTlt’ d ,* »
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ourvQ which would result in large deviation between it and the 
experimental curve* Equally changes in would produce large 
vertical movement in the height of the curve which would be 
equally unacceptable in terms of the programme* The dii however 
is more intimately connected with the shape and especially the 
breadth of the curve and la the most important factor in deciding 
the "best At" X^ rogramiae 1 can therefore be taken as a method of 
calculating activation energy values*
In the oases where the damping curve obtained was a combination 
of two or more independent peaks a slightly different technique 
had to be employed*
At first it was thought possible to design a computer 
programme which would solve the experimental values into the 
most likely combination of peaks# For this purpose a reiterative 
programme based on a system of successive approximations was 
drawn up* The procedure followed was to feed in approximate 
values for the three parameters, Tm and Qla’ for the number of 
peats thought to be present and to allow the computer to vary these 
values with respect to each other until the parameters settled 
down to constant values* In actual fact the programme showed 
numerical instability which indicated that there was no unique 
solution of the experimental results, to be obtained in this 
fashion* It became apparent that allowing the parameters of all 
the peaks to vasy, even that whose parameters are kïiom, could not 
produce results which fitted the experimentally derived curve# The 
problem could be solved by giving the computer specific information
with
oont*d#..
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regard to one of the proooooeo prooont^ In this oaee the well 
oBtabilshed lron«nitrog©n damping owrve© That is to eay it was 
aBfjuiiiod that tlie normal iron^ n;lt5;ogen peak v/as prosoïit and that 
it could be subtracted from the experimental results as a first 
stop to resolving the expérimental curve into its components.
As a prelimina:ey stop the Tni for the Iron^nitrogen peak was
0 )
calculated from equation (6) using Fast and Verrijp*s data «
An activation energy of 18,2 Koals/mole was assigned to the process 
and tho computer calculated tho theoretical curve for these two 
constante over a range of Q*Fa‘ values* These theoretical curves 
were then subtracted from tho experimentally established curve and 
the difforenco for each oxporimcmbeil temperature was printed out* 
Originally a programme had been designed which olio so a value of 
Rm from a. range arrived at b;/ inspection of the experimental 
results. It almost always chose the upper limit ox the range 
becauso the programme operated on tho"best»bt" principle described 
abovea This meant that this particular programme attempted to 
explain tho complex curve in terms of the Iroiv^ niitrogon ourve 
alone and hence at the oxpenoo of the secondary curve or curves*
For tills reason fchis second 'programme was not used* On the other 
hand the first prograrnmo gives a aeries of deviations of tho 
experimental from tiïeorotioal iroiMni trogen curves of various 
peak heights* The initial assumption was then made that only on© 
abnormal, peak would be present ao that one side of the complex 
curve should fit almocjt exactly with thé iron'-^ nl’trogen ourvo 
theoretically calculated* The experimental résulta were taken
contkV*,*
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as the yardstick and. no Qjn value which produced negativo
deviations was accepted as a possible value# A Qln value was
selected which gave positive deviations of no more than 10**^
at one side of tho experimental curve# The remainder on the
other Bide of the curve was taken ae the abnormal peak and its
values wore processed in Programme 1 to evalimte the activation
energy for the diffusion involved# The values of dH, Q'm" and
Tm obtained in this manner were then processed in Progrranme 2
such that the remaind(?r in the case became the iron«nitrogen
curve6 This curve was compared with origiîxo.1 i3?on«^ nitrogen curve
to see what measure of agreement was obtained^ This cycling
procedure involving use of both Programmes 1 and 2 was continued
until bhe theoretical cuî."veo gave a. good mathematical explanation
of the experimental curve a Programme 2 is given belowg«>
PROGRifCP, 2*
Jvl
vX-T\P'.: 3 
VlOmTAPK*
nl-0
PRIBTv)*,
1 )v51-v2^v( ll'fnl)
v51=vl%v31 
v31=^v3l/lo9H7
v31=v51/v2
v51«v5l/v(ll+hl)
v52:d'Zfv51
oont*d*9
v 51k>v52'5-v 53
v53.gv53./2
v51«v,(iO-i nl)»v5 1  
.mHï’v51s3005 
PHIStirC U-ml) 5 4061 
v51=<v51Xvgi
v6%:v6i'v31
PRIMTvÜpdOOS
->"4»v4^v3
(-^0)
The data for I'-ixxgrnrnme 2 has to be laid out ao follows;* 
18200 
310 
0*0200 
0 * 0 2 5 0  
0.0005 
0*0090
290 eto.eto*
which in this case would mean that a theoretical ourvo with a dH 
value of 18o 2 Kcals/moXe mid, a Tra of 310% would bo caloulated 
between a Qjl* range of 2*10 ' 2*5*10 at intervals of
oont ® do *
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5,10^ The ©rperimentol value of at 290% is 9«10*^ ,^
As mentioned aljovo the position of the peak maxlmmi for the 
iron*nltrogen proooos in a complex curve was calculated from tho
data of Fast and Verrljp © This consisted of a straightforward
use of equatioxx (6)
In ( ™  ( Tf* ^ )
Xg ' '^‘2 '^1
where end sro the peaks for tests at frequencies of and fg 
respectively* In the case of ;lron«-*niitrogon dH was taken as 
10*2 Koals/mole, as 0*89 cycles per second and as 2 9 5 % ®
The experimental frequency for which it v/ae desired to calculate 
Tgÿ is fg* ’tho progroinmo le given boXow in Sirius Autocode* 
pROChAms 3o
Jvl
vlr: TAPK5
l)v6«l/vl
vY-v4/v2
V?«hOGv7
v7:^l*9G7Xv7
v7»v7/v3
vb^vo^vl
v6«i/v6
PRIN 1^4,3022
PRINTv6p4062
v4t^ v4^ :'0*05
cont*d*e#
(-^0)
For Programme 3 the data was made out as follovm,
0,69
16,200
1.0
4.0
That is to say from frequency of 0.09 cycles per second 
and a temperature of 295% (Fact and Vorrijp*G data*^ )^ the 
temperature of the peek maximum would be calculated over a frequency 
range of one to four cycles per second. The frequency was 
increased in stages of 0^05 cycles per second by an instruction 
written Into tho preogrammGo
*’'03*
The racithod omxfloyed was essentially that laid dovm by British
Chemical Stemlarde along with Standard Ho.230®
The sample ie diasolvod in 5 DO. » of sulphuric acid in 20 ml 
of deionised v/a-ter* When the specimen ie diooolvod approximately 
5 ml© of 30;,9 hydrogen peroxide is added and the solution 
evaporated to fuming, after which it ia cooled, diluted and 
tranaforr’od to a 250 ml® graduated flask® To thio io added 40 ml® 
of 20/^5 sodium hjdro±5:do care being taken to keep tho solution cool® 
The bulk is made up to 250 ml®, well shaken and the precipitate 
is allowed to settle® It ie then filtered.The first filling of 
the filter paper is rejected to dispose of any ammonia in the 
filter paper® This is preferable to acid washing which would 
upset the pH and cause eonie resolution of the precipitate*
Fifty ml® of the filtrate is transferased to a 50 ml® Messier 
cylinder together* with ono ml® of standard Messier reagent* 
liie method requires an addition of one ml® of a 5y^  solution, of 
Giam Arabic to be added at this stage® The best Gum Arabic 
obtainable contained some inmnonia which would have given a high 
nitrogen result* The ammonia v/ae removed by the use of a cation 
exchange rosin and all the Gum Arabic used here was so treated* 
à blank of all reagents treated in exactly the same manner and 
put into another 50 di1© Messier cylinder* The depth of colour 
in the two cylinders is compared in a Heoslerlser with that of a 
standard ammoïiio. dis.cs® Three discs were used covering the range
Gont'd*®*/
ten to one hundred parte per million* The weight of the earaple 
le oho8en to give a depth of colour within tho range of tho dlako* 
Generally a sample weight of 0*1 to 0*2 gm* was uaod hut if the 
roauXting colour was outwith the above mentioned range the sample 
vfeight was adjusted*
The nitrogen content of the sample is given hj the following 
equations™
y K H  N  \
Weight io nitrogen * — Ei2SgiSâ«2L«™5â
Weight of sample x 10
With each batch of tests a one gramme sample of B*0*8*265 
was onalysodo This low carbon standard f03? nitrogen (0*020;&) 
was used as a check on conditions and manipulation *
>05*
TABLES OF RESULTS*
TABLE 1,
Comparison of the dH and Tm values found for the diffueion
of nitrogen in alplia-lron by various workoro.
Leak et al 
Ke
Faot & Verrijp 
I Wart .
Dijkotra
RavfXingo à Robinson
Hof* No,
50
23
■44
42
21
59
dlî Value 
Koale/mole
18 » 1 
20 " 2 
18.6
17.7 - 0.4
18.ÎÎ
Tm ®c
MtimwnitwMUB *
rroquenoy
Ksyoj.ea/aecu
10.2
22.5
30
22
20
17
1.0
1.8
0.77
1.0
0.56
TABLE l(a
'Tm valixeo at various fraquanoiae calculated f3:om the data of 
eeveral workers. A dH value of 18.2 Koalo/mol© was^uood ae a basis
for comparison in oonjimotion with the equation In ^ jfAril fp /
2 T.
Boferonoe
Xjeak et al 
Ko
Rawlings & Robinson
Dijketra
Faat & Vorrijp
Average
Ref » 
Ho.
50
23
60
21
44
1*0
295.5^’k 
297.3^K 
2 9 6 . 
293*K 
296.2^K
295.0 K
3 0 3 *7 %
2 9 9 .6 % 3 0 3 . 3  K
3 0 7 .1 %3 0 3 %
3 0 2 .5 % 3 0 6 .6 %  '
308.2%
3 0 7 .8 %
cont’d.#.
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TABLE 2.
Analysis of aluminium alloys and of the pure Swedish iron 
from whioh they are made expressed as weight per oent#
Cast 0 A1 Si i s P mi Ni Or Mo V Ti
Swed*
«ish
Iron , 0 2 .0018 . 0 0 5 . 0 0 9 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 2 7 . 0 0 6 7 . 0 0 2 5 ,003 .0004 . 0 0 0 9
1 5 : 7 •006 Trace . 0 0 5 . 0 1 3 .008 m m c-s
L18 •Oil . 0 1 5 . 0 0 7 .013 . 0 0 9 m m m tm w
L23 ; . 0 0 4 . 0 4 4 . 0 0 9 .011 .010 m m m ”
LI9 • 0 0 7 . 0 6 8 .011 j.Oll . 0 0 9 m tm
L20 .008 . 0 9 0 .011 .012 . 0 0 7 \ m m m
1 L27 .002 , 3 0 1,007 1,013 1.012 i m \ «
Ihe amplitude independence of damping# Values of amplitude of 
vibration and log^^ of the amplitude for given numbers of cycles as 
plotted in Fig#11#
R
20
25
30
35
Amp. pogj^Q
« 1 .6 3 .1 0 ”^
Ho# Of
Cycles
5
1 0
omo#
9.2 i . 9 6 4
7*1
5 . 5 5
4 . 3
3.3
2.55
1 , 9 5
1,50
,851
#744
# 6 3 4
,518
.407
. 2 9 0
# 1 7 6
Q ■*■ c 9 .4 5 .1 0 ”^
H . ft-P Ara*rt_ T mn»Ho# Of
Cycles
20
3 0
4 0
5 0
Amp#
oms#
Q 3*3*10"^
Amp#
cmo#(CyclQS
9 2 4  I 1 0
550
eont'd###
aTABLE 4.
Damping curves of pure iron Q"'" values for Fig* 13 for various 
temi^eratureo at different frequencies (Background subtracted) •
p o o wHo w o J.'0> o M mt * # * tOo fy (0 «M m 0m ov CO O 0
0CO 0) to pm SP ma a o
»*3 H3
. o O pwi4 o MM ÎT.HÎ-S ImIO. O 1 O1 (VI «ro IV)
# ÎO 9 ro giu^t<5 VO VO G) »o \n (D toUl w
f\5 JtïvJ Ji^.â SOM) e VO 8 05 0o LU V) iuW ON
t^V) 5»j fO t-f (\> MV.O @ VO • VD ®L,U
». ■».4
VO L/i.1
Caj ro H»Q 0 VO 6 VO ©o VI VO 0V vn •*oVO VJl
>wi*. 4 .' ..«r-.-.y
w |Tiy} w J**4 so £"'*p 8 o « VD e.Ï;V5. m "".'3 •~0-r> ov o ONU1■ ŸV "» ^TVi« «-.v» *<rt • • »’»y< v i » i .1 4^»MI ta«><vrW.I
L.U CA.iio 0 o « o 0VO VO oL/.i OV ,p„
w M LU0 Q 0 o 0(%> \J1 uto '"'.3
LO w î - . , (
S-..1 a M 0 {4 0o\ C\ O oiÇïs 4>.
w w L/J eIV) 0 « Î-* VOl.,.1 w .pïa!V1 » CO Vi
t M .j î.s<lrtîfc-jV*«.vf ®> Tl t  IT4 4 » 4 *->r «s A.it,' ! WT.*s..
LU Q w • W Ah.> Q m 05 ÏV) ONUÎ o V51 o 4Ï»,« O va U1
w a %/i.f a Luw V3 ro ON ro 8
4;^ .> o VJl0 Vfl ro
) . .... ..M , H \Jl
VJ « U» , ©w w ro UJW vn VO -C'l
o VJI , . p *
B K"- «T'lfv M,uiv.r.-Vi»s «ttkft.».,/1' w ■
,88.
ûïi mluea oaloulated from the equation In ( 
1
) uaing” the values of Table 4*
1 2
2
fT
dH
ir'
308
302
302 308
Oomparison of values o,f dli and Tm found, by oomputor for mmo 
iron with and without alloviaiioes for backgBimid dmaplng*
t'reciuoncy
ojclee/eooo
lolO
1»76
3.29
I >}tm®i:r 
Kouls/raole “
:a!frÂ2#3.4ti
i%y#gpa
Baokgroimd
BAMgaW...».
Background 
IIo (; Subtaza o hed 
}3ackg.romicI
M f e P J J i i ™
Background 
Hot üuhtraotQd
3.7000
303
160 302
Baokgroimd
iMitesstei.
Bùiokground 
Hot jjuWraoted
I 18400 300
17600 309
ïfcA-iMiias'«!*•’At.» i*r»«w fstm w< h«
contldo «
TABLE f.
Liffuoion of nitrogen in alpha-iron* Values of 1) oalculated
}
' j
IB
2
Sa ffrom  the equation B *  fo r  va riouo  froquoncioo» as p lo tte d
in  Fig*14<
Frequency 
oyolee/coo ®a ®K loVlta D, 10"^ '^
lolO 2 9 7 3.36 1*58 "15.80
1 @11 298.5 3.34 1*59 "15.80
loi 6 3 0 1 . 5 3 . 3 2 2 . 5 3 «1 5 . 6 0
2 . 2 3 3 0 7 3 . 2 6 3*20 “15.49
3.17 3 0 9 3 . 2 4 4 , 5 5 <■<1 5 . 3 3
3 . 2 9 308
r/ytpr»r;«r^rr9i* jJ-ij'A-fip.t'®»? V RSv tSV^ * «r.*»
3 . 2 5 1 4  6 6 1 "15.34
• Ji .!/* ,7.3 -'fe-r*
D,
'MljJ.'Si 8.«WV^Sv.,'*
A%)proaoh to  o q u lllh rlu m  s o lid  s o lu b ili ty  va lue  a t 21$^Ü from  
bo th  higi'iea? and lower temperatuTOB© Qlff va lues fo r  va rio u s  tim es ae 
p lo tte d  in  Pig®15»
Heat Treatm ent
Hitridodoqueaohod and Tiiae in Hra
aged * Heat ed from 
ambient tompereatura ( ^ x  10'"'’ 
to  215^ G and h e ld  fo r  
ia o re a o in g  pe riods I 10'
t i l l  a Riaximmn cr*^ |
m.B found
3,%5« f#yZ}#K 9». rvPir'#m
2o9
H itr id e d  and fu rnace I Tima in  H rsj 1 
cooled to  215 0 and
3
a *15
3*52
7I
h e ld  fo r  In c re a s in g  
period# until a,
minimum was 
found
0.1”% 10” 3
I tffx 10“3
IA-irv f r,':.VAT%'^St:a4=:4/tv%hw: 11 :& .-T^vrnsir.i» ^"L%;f 9*r*iTfo% '^ f C'T1
5*2
5.0
4.21
4 @13
fe-K.rLqfrf.e:.^&.4Mk.
4 . 2 74 . 4 5-W» ■*-$ t'.TKfh^arA. ». tit
4.45
e#. *W4iBr»w*^r'*Mf,'\nK3r' •P?*>"a»i»*ene>*^«Ti.*
4
4 .2
4 . 2
4.22
5
4 . 2
4 . 2
9
4 . 2 5
4 « 0 6
r^fap.K*T:mM:Kt*L3jK:r^ 1
cont*d0 0 9
>1Values of lo^Q q with oorrooponding temperaturoo ao plotted
in Fig® 16 Value of Q*’ are corrected for background damping®
Temperature
KL-»*%r«®*TSfcf«i5» îa*T«:t«irT3teç*i3lJi3m;«£W» l»!5***!»<|t!»|»«Cia*Wl¥N!^»«**^’<i«Wr*»va;rt»9 # m At ^:&vaw f'W
488
573
623
723
773
973
1123 0.89
2 i0 5
1.75 
1.61 
1.49 
1.48 
1
1.03
1.00
0,98
0.93
.30
cf-*- .10-3 q q( Q )
0 . 4 2 5
0 . 7 1 2
1.12
2.3
0 0
4 . 7 2  I
I
3 . 9 1  I
3.28
2.74 i
1,80
1 I
I l'25 I
"2.60
- 2 , 1 5
"1.95
"I . 6 3
■>î.„50
"1.30
“1.45
••1 . 5 2
"1.56
"1,73
-1 . 9 0
Ti'nNrx'WimA*»* K-. w ■ï  ^#4#mi
cont^doo
TABLE 9(sLM ü*JfSiîOP
d'eit'>ht per ceat of n:ltrogen in solid oolution ao reported 
by vaxdoua workers®
Ikaap^ C o
V/elglit l?litrogmi j
\ Paranjpe | Ra,wlings & (This work® j
■^•^1 f* ?) ? AM I  ^ t
(Qm xlo2S)D l j k o t r a  I 5.1. |samb;lni^° ,
200
21!)
3 0 0
350
400
450
500
575
590
Ü50
u?5
7 2 5
7 5 0
000
850
0 . 0 0 3
O 0OO5
0*010
0 * 0 1 5
0*025
0,050
0 , 0 7 5
0,03
0,01
0,10
0,086
O 0O7 O
0 * 0 0 9
0 * 0 1 1 5
0*02
0 , 0 3 1
0 * 0 4 5 3
0 * 0 6 4 6
0*087
0 , 0 7 0 1I
I 0.G.CQ5
0 . 0 4 4 3
0,0286
0.0054
I
I O 0OO9 I 
0 , 0 1 4 3  
0 , 0 2 9 7  
0 , 0 4 1 2  
0*0604
I
0,0' 
0,042
0,0351
0 , 0 2 4 1
I 0.0160 j
cent® d 0,0
TABLE 10,
Damping values for Dig* 20* Theoretioal peak at 315 K with
•1dH 18*2 Koalo/mole and 9.9olO"-l
iSîWyW^ae.f«u.
Temperature 0 "  3.0 3
Experimental
293
298
300
30£^'é
305
309
113
316
319
325
331
336
1
4 * 4 
6*59 
7 , 6 0  
8*48 
0*6? 
9*21 
9*68 
9*88 
9*76 
9*82 
9*74 
8,57 
6*72 
5*90
'i'heoKoliiooll 3 “ ( 1 «  2)
„10"3 ;10"3
2.8 
4 «2
4*8
5*8
6,0
7*7
0*6
9*3
9,0
*3
> ) Î) u
6*8
4.5
3,0
3
le6
2,39
2,88
2,68
1,87
,5:1
1,00
0,58
0*52
1,14
1*77
2,22
2*10
'93™
TABLE 11.«ï.vTsafcï'a»t:i
Damping Values for Fig.21. Theoreotloal peak 306^ .^K with
dH 10.2 Kcalo/mole and ojni* 8»5 * 10**^ ,
>11). " % 10j Temperature j % 10^^ '
I 1 ttcperimental I Theoreotioal
293
300
302o5
JOY
309
313
316
3 2 5
3 3 1
It.)
1
4*4 
6,59 
7% 6b 
8,48 
8,6? 
9 , 2 1  
9*68 
9oOO
9 , 7 6
9 , 0 2
9*74
0*57
6 * 7 2
5*9
1
4 * 3 6
6*54
7,63
8 . 4 3
8 fl 64 
9 , 1 3
8 * 2 3
6,08
5 . 7 0
4 # 6  4  
4,W 
2,74 
1,77 
1 , 1 7
0*4
0*5
0*5
0*5
0*3
0*8
1,45
3*00
4*06
5*10
5 , 7 4
5*83
4 . 9 5
4*73
t)Oi I V ^ tj- <>0 0
I'd"
dn valuoo caloulated from the equation lu (d|.) R (T 
for the Guboldumy poako exemplified iu
t
i ™
1 I a
cyoloa/aoc® j oyoloa/aeo® q « K T
1 * 2 9 2 o6 0
1*29 3«72
2*60 3,72
.L
O.r j dli
2 "■ I KcuXn/iïiole
!
318 
318 
325
325 2 1 s4 2 0
330 1 23,250
330 13,920
19r530
Uoapari:-50U of values of d;I and 'Cm found by graphloaX nud computer 
motiKaio for the ouboiduary pa/Dca exemplified in Fig*21*
: %"5ÎA!orZ;hïcal I .''-'"3. ! ( 6 ) ,
■ o y c l e u / s c > o
1*%9
2*68
3*Y2
I Computer I _ iI ; (.onpUTGor ; ,.vorugo , computer
I Average
318 E 31? j 19*2
325 324 22*0
330 i 327 22*0
19*53 21*0?
cent ^ d
ÏABLK 13,
'95'
o.
dli
l)aiEm:ui0  valuoa for Fi^ it.2 2 ® Theoretical peak at 3 0 3  k with 
ï 16o2 Koala/mole and Cim* r.- 13o3.0^ @^
Tem%jû?zature
‘ ne
a
a. 10 0 „ 10*’^  '
l!lKperlBîeïit£tX ! Theoretical !
3
lo2
Ool
'Oal
.0*2
.0.1 
0.1
0/3
0.6
0.7
0.4
cont*doo o
TABLE 3.4,
JiBïiipiii^' valuoo taken from î^ axan et aX for an Fe AX «» Ü 
alloy containing 0,3^^ Al® Theoretical peak at 313^K with dH «3 
2 O 0O ICoals/mole and cfm’ 12,7*10™^ (Fig«23)*
Xl»l
10.1
O ,JI
0*8
con Ü * d
JY)rf^
TABLK 19.
]}amping -mlueo for Fig*24® Tteoretloal 
20o0 Koale/molo aacl *
a-& 313% with
K*.fÊ-7Vs:avs'.=r*j9'v;*tUflï<tf s»*f-^>»t.'î*+^ia*i-Df»r*r^lSf’.î^Aî*,'SV'ar-.rt'^nS<ST|w.ïtAi*s;J|çifï4Avft wnfc'r-Û?:î*iMfc=îC4t'*ifr4,5«.f.^lr*Æ^«i*rf.^A’>'V
Temperature 10*”  ^ Q*'""*' 1()'*^  ^ , /« ^^ **3
Î Ik itfiperlmontol Theoretical .  ^  ^ I
293
300
:io
310
;23
327
332
iJ/
4»2
5*6
7*9
10*5
lltM
IleO
iO o 3
7.Ü
6*3
4*5
3*9
5.0
6.7
9.9
11*6
11.0
9.5
3*5
.3
0.3
0.6
1 O f?
Oo6
0*2
0*0
0*0
0*9
1*3
1*0
OoO
ti fi^r i/f», f isf-yg 7'W-t.4
eont *d**o
s» 90*^
.0»
ïi'.BLB 3.60
Dmapin^ valueo for Flg#25# "Iheorotloal peak at 305''K v/lth
dli K) 18*2 Koalo/mole and «*
temperature ( oT'^  %
î %■:%_ . _ „! %porimental
q ^ % 10 ^
Theoretical I 3  « (1-2).1 0 "
i
I 1 1 2 1 ^
I 291
1
24.4 i 7.3
1
1 17.1
1 292*5 ! 27 »6 ! 8,2 1 19.4
i
295 1 30.4 1 9*2î
1
1 21,2
1
1 299 1 31a
1.- 11 'îI \A*. # 1 1 19*4
î
! 302 23.3
1
: 13*1
1
! 16.2
î
1
30?,5
1
20 a i 13,5
î
1 6.6
i
1
311.5 I 11,7 1 11,6
1
! 0*1
j
1
317 I 801 1 8,01 1 0,1
321 I
i
5*9 1 5»7 1 0,2
326
!
4*95 i i.|. 0 1 0.95
1
1
330,5
1
3*2 1 2,9 1 0*3
336 2*6 : 2*4 ! 0.2
C#Oïi h ’ U. g % {»
TABL& 1%,F '<> V ■Wîï’.'* u
Dti.mplng values for Pig*26o theoretical peak at 30ÿ^ !( 
?;ith dli ï- 10*2 ,e aaul dm -s ^*$@10 *
feiF'Tie»ar^T2s‘;^Èer»v.*i*$Tny;OTaxr^.*»i»*T.fltca.iii»Lt^Ty-fk’eT*o;*r,T^«*»*:vfe^uira'3rrr*ge»ï»wr«rir'»™ï<*^iA«îï*v»#*<e6'ît^^^
température 1 d % 10 | oT^ % 10“^
|i.fcîiïi»i.^’*,'Af »Tiît; ' 1^'"'%;:^ 2TUt'3' <VK'T,<AU^1;K:e'^4^if tA-'f A^t/^&'TrMT'wKXWMyT'
I Bxpox'imental ; Theoretical
2
' 1
2 9 2
2 9 4
2 9 0 * 5
■s 3
10,0
13*3
1 5 , 0
1 5 , 6
.2*3
 ^a C>
7*0
5*1
4*0
2*5
1.6
• *4%, f *
2*0
3*3
3*0
4  * -
5*3
5.3
4*2
2*2
:u3
8 0 O
10,0
11*2
lOoQ
7,0
4 , 3
1 . 7
0*9
0*4
0,3
0,3
TABLE 18Q
'100.
.0,
Do.mpj.n^ X values for Theoretioal peak at 308 ü
with dîi 10e2 Koale/inole and Qïif « 30*0ol0*^@
l'em ppriituro ! Q k  10 ^ j 0 % 10 ^
j ^K Experimental j Theoretical
1
1
i '
1 3
293.5 !
1
18,3 i 13.1 5*2
297 { 21,9 i 17.9 j 4.0
1
301 1 30 oO 1 24.0 1 6,0
306 1 35.0 29.4 j 5.6
f
311 1 32*0 26.6 ! 3o2
f
316 i 24.9 1 23.1
i
1 1,6
321 ; 18,6 ; 16.5 ; 2,1
326 i 11,2 : 11,2 j 0.0
330,5 :
1
7o9 i <i ô ; 0,1î
336 ! 5.3 5.0 1 0,3
*,'lWt rtri-ïh^ïJ«*4%^-04.1^ »•»!?.r fr.'L V (-•" *-P»«'*tS!^JI*1',K: AïP.tjçtir-ilf U-» -Aïv f).!
VADLB 19,
M,Damping values for ]flga28@ Theorotloal peal< at 308 K with
18o2 Koalg/mole and # 35*0#10^^*
(A)' % io"3 I ^' Température  ^
I ®K
t-^ 3l- %, 10 lii A
Experimental . Thooretioal 3 « (1-2)3e10 i
i
293 17*6 1 5 » 2  1
1
2 * 4 1
:
2 9 7
1
2 4 * 6  ; 2l#4 1î 3*2
1 3 0 0 , 5 1 3 3 . 4  ! 2 7 * 9  1 5*5 i
1 î
3 0 6
1
37*0 : 3 5 . 0 2,0 1
!
1 310 ! 35*0 ! 3 4 , 5 0,5 f
3 1 7
1
1
2 6 , 3  1 2 5 . 5 f\ A»■,>■ $ i.) 1
j
1 3 2 1 ! 21,0 ! 2 0 , 4 0,6
f
3 2 6 1 5 * 5  ! 1 5 * 0 0 , 5
i 1 ;
1 3 3 0 1
nYf r f\’^ % 10*9 : 0,2 f
î 336 i 3.0 y *6 i 0 , 4 '
Gont*o*o
102.
TABLE 20.Lwonwwj
Damping values for Fig#29# Theoretical peak at 308^K with
dH <m 16*2 Kcalû/molo and m 33*3*10*"^ *
Temperature
ne
294
297
306
311
316
320
325
330
336
(fin X lO”^ 
Experimented
20.5
26,9
38.4
39.5
36.6 
29.4 
21.6 
14.2
9 . 3
6.3
cÿm* X 1 0 ”  ^
Theoretical
17*0
20.3
2 7 . 4  
32.9 
32.6
2 6 . 4
1 9 . 6
13.6 
9 . 1  
6*0
,**3
3
3 . 5  
6*6 
11.0
6.6 
4 *0
3.0
2.0 
0.6 
0.2 
0.3
oont'd...
”•103“
TABLE 81.
:Damping valuoa for P’ig*30, ïheoretiaal peak at 309^ with
dH E-i 18*8 iCoalB/mole and Qjè ^
i*omj)graturo Qm x 10
K Experlraeatal
17.0 2.5
297 19.3
300 23.9 4.8
36.0 31.7
3X0 34.0
33.3
320
15.0
0.2
335
Gont'd
0,Domplws valuQS for Fig. 31# Theoretical peak at 309 K
ICoals/mole and qlâ « 13,0.10v/ith dll
Qif 3C 10 % 10
EXPEItlMl'^ TAL 1 THÜOÜ#nOAL
18.6
300 21.4
305 22.3
316 8.2
6.1 0.6
331
®>3..05'®
o.Dumping values for i’ig.32. 'i'heorotioal peak at 309 K 
with cHH « 10.2 Koalo/mole and Q'm' ™ 36.0.10”^.
I Temperature % m' k 10
K Expérimental 1 3®(1»2)k10'
20.2
20.3
34«5
30.2
320 21.7
0.0
10.2330 10.2
334 0.0
OOïlt * cl* • e
*®X06«»
TABLÜ 24,
Damping values for i?ig«33(a) and Flg,35(^)® 'rheorotioal 
peak at 309^K with dil 18» 2 Koals/mol© and (frn e(^ ual to 
14,0,10'*  ^and 12»5*10**^ roopeotivoly.
Fi0*35(&)
’fomx^orature | Q bÎ % 10 '
K^ïporimental
4,7
3.3
306 19,1
3,8
1.6
0,1
0©1
TABI.K 24
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Flg»35Cb)
Ç?î».ftWV*»r;Hi«-*r;t»Ti*«!SR5r*:SfCiS.TCni-».'ï4Hï?»i
T ^
f^eniperatare ] QÏâ x 10^
K r^pei’iiraental
(^ i' 'X 10™^
Theoretical
298
306
311
320
fOjf^
330
336
7<.0
10.5
13»?
15.0
3*4 ©6 
11*2 
8.6
3»5
4®2
3ol
6o2
îo8
9.9
12*2
12,3
9^0
7o?
5^0
3,6
2*5
3=(l-2)xl0^3
3
OoB
2*7
4o2
3,6 
2,3 
1 * 4 
0,9 
0,5
0,6 I
0.6 [
ooïit®d*
Solubility product (K =3 ) for îiitrlded Al
Alloys at various temperatures as plotted in Fig.3 7 .
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0^09fo j 0 . 0 6 8 ^
A1 I A1
5.6.10"^ I 4.6.10"^
2 ,6 4 .3.0 "^1 2 .7 4 .3.0 "^
3.29.10"' f^ 2.68.10"2
8 .7 . 1 0 " ’^I 7-34.1(H'
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5 . 1 0 1.1 .10 ■2
1.6 .10“  ^ I 5 . 6  .1 0 "®
3 .9 5 .1 0 " 3.74.10 ■ 4 .5 8 .1 0 '
2.18.1U"4
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TABLE 26
Solubility product (IC t.« [*AX^ a ][ M/'J ) as found by
various workers betv/oon 300 <» 590 0
K Value;
4 0 0 "( 590 G
10 10
l.lOalO"'*'® 5 «2 5 .1 0 ”® 6 .7 6 . 16.03.3-0
4.58.10 7 .2 5 . 1 0
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TABLE 2 7
j)anmlng values for Fi^s© 3 6 (a) and Fig© 3 6 (b)© Theoretical
peak at 30p^K Wiliîi mi 0  10.2 K:oa%s/mole and
«O^Î
CVïi equal to
ISoOolO"^ axid 3.3..5.10"' 3703pe(3l:ively<!
Figo 3 6 (a)
1 I’eriipcraturo 1 cfln 21 | (fm % 1 /« 3 
j K j Expérimental | Theoretical | '* - A'"-
1 ^ 2 1 3 ? 1 ;
2 9 2 5.0 1 4 . 5 1 0 . 5  Ii i
2 9 6 1 7 . 3
1
} 6 « 4 1 0 , 9  1
! 'j
303. Î 13..3,
1
1 6 0 8 I 2.3 1
306 1 3.3.3 1 11.3 1 2.0 j} ?
3 3 . 1 1 12.5 1 11.6
i \
i 0 . 9
33.6 1 11.2
Ï 1 9 . 7 1 1 . 5Ï 1
320 1 0.0 I 7 , 63 1 j
326 I 4@8 1 4o6 0.2 !
330 I 3o6 1 3 . 2
j Ï
0 . 4  f
3 3 6 I 2 . 2
!
1 2,2 1 0,0 1
1 1
Gont^di
Flg.36 (b)
I Toniparaturo
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( #  X 10-3
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'1.11
31fe
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5.2
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ali’ X .10“^
Theoretical
4o6
6o6
9oO
11 ©1 
1» 10 
9^3 
7©6
5.0
2.0
3^:: (l-2)xl0 •31
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0©2 
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1 «0 
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^Oo3 
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0.2 
0.0
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FIG.4.
VACUUM CASTING UNIT.
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#
FIG.5.
HEAT TREATMENT FURNACES.
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FIG.6.
TORSION PENDULUM.
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PIG.7.
MARSHALL-RICHARDS ROLLING MILL.
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FIG.8.
MARSHALL-RICHARDS DRAW-BENCH AND SWAGER,
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FIG. 9.
Laue Transmission Photograph of cold drawn 
and annealed wire specimen. No preferred 
orientation is evident as can be seen from 
the complete nature of the Debye rings.
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FIG.IO.
Triplex structure of over-nltrlded pure iron specimen 
nlirlded in 6^ ammonia^ ammonia/hydrogen mixture 
for eight-hours, (a) is Fe^N, (b) iron/Pe^N eutectoid
and (c) alpha-iron with nitrogen in solid solution.
(Etchant 2^ Nital. Magnification XlOO).
J22~'
FIG«3.1* Independence of damping from the amplitude 
of vibration.
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FIG»13* Damping curves of pure iron specimens,
' nitrided 30 minutes in ammonia mixture»
20
16
310 320 330
•125'
£ÎS>Jà.* Variation of diffusion coefficient, H, 
with absolute'temperature*
log J,
3.30 3,35 3.40
1000
•126-
.0.
FIG, 15-. Approach to equilibrium at 215 C
(a) furnace cooled from 5 9 0 ^C
(b) heated from room temperature.
.10
4.0
3.0
Hours at temperature.
£î.ÇjîM' Limita of Bolid solubility as a function 
of absolute temperature (a) below 590^0
(b) above 590^ C.
1.81,0
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FTC.IJ« Solid solubility of nitrogen in alpha-iron
PI
as determine (a) by Dljkstra and (b) this 
present work
500
' y ;
<X
o 4 0 0  
T C
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yT/ y /
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/^00 4-:-- ----- — (b.)«----#/il lh)x-----XL ,
h
[X
200 *
0,02 0 . 0 4  0,06 0,
• Weight ^  Nitrogen,
0 ?9’
FIG.18t Solid solubility of nitrogen in alpha-iron as
determined (a) by Rawlings and Tambini^^and 
(b) this present work.
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FIG.19« Solid solubility of nitrogen in alphn-iron as 
determined (a) by Paranjpe et al and (b) 
this present work.
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Damping curve for O.G^i Al,alloy nitrided at 
SQO^C for ^ hr, in G^ o ammonia mixture.
(a) Forperimenlal curve (b) Nitrogen Bnoek peak
(c) Subeiduary peaka, Çg» (
{C 'jO-^ — —-
10,0
Q
t
293. 303 313 333 70
T^K
Damping curve a'o for Fig,20* (a) Experimental 
curve (b) Hltrogen Gnoek peak (c) Subeiduary 
peak, G = (a - b)*
132'
2,68 cj/i
10
10
300 3303X0 320 340
FIG,22, Damgxng curve for 0,^ 'o A.1 alloy nitrided at 
590 K for -g- hr. in ammonia mixture ,
(a) Experimental curve (b) Theoretical Snoek peak
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FI g y 23* Damping our%g for 0,3^Al*aIloy according to 
"* Daxar et al"'’ ^ (a) Experimental
curve (b) Theoretical Carbon 3noek peak (c) Subajduary 
peaks 0 (a - b),
Frequency
10
10
300 310 330 340
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curve for 0.3;^  A1 alloy carburiood for 
1 hr Hi '[?0^  C in iolueno vapour (a) licperinicnial 
curve, (b) I’heocoldcal Carbon onoek peak 
((•■) Subsiduary peak y C " (a - b).
■0—
I__
2 9 0 3 0 0 3 2 0 3 3 0
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FIG,2^" Damping: curve for O^ y/o A1 nitrided at 59^ C for 
-& hr, in &fo ammonia mixture, unhomogenised 
(a) Experimental curve (b) Theoretical Nitrogen 
Snoek peak (c) Suhaiduary pealc c  ^ (a ^ b).
o-
30
25
o.
. 310 330
-“«ÿj*i "
137'
FIG/?6, Damping/ curve for 0.09^ A1 alloy nitrided for ^  hr.
in (Jfo ammonia mixture, unhomogenised, (a) Experimental 
curve (h) Theoretical Kitrogen Snook peak (c) Subsiduary 
peak. O ’- (a » b),
“ 1 10
10
300 310 320 330 340
T^K
'15M.
FIG.27, Damping ourve for 0,068^ A1 alloy nitrided for 
i hr. in 6^ 0 ammonia mixture, un homogenised 
(a) llxperimental curve (h) Theoretical Nitrogen 
Snoek peak, (c) Subr.idaray Peak, o « (a « b).
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FIO Dampln^r ourvQ for 0,04^^ Al alloy nibrl-ied for ^ hr* 
in 6'X' aiTunonia mixture, \iri|iomogenisQd (a) Experimental 
cur\^ Q (b) Theoretical Nitrogen onoek peak, (c) oubalduary 
peak C  ^ (a - b).
( b ) 0— ~o
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140.
Damping curvs for 0,015^ Al,alloy nitrided for h hr. 
in 6/0 ammonia mixture, unJiomogeni^ed (a) Experimental 
curve (h) Theoretical Nitrogen Snoek peak.
(o) Suheiduray peak 0 = (a » h).
0— — —Q
10
300
'ICc30* curve for 0,3?^^ A1 alloy nitrided for {• hj*,
t in 6>' ammonia mixture and hnmoitjenised 2 hrs
at 5S'0^ Q (a) Mxpv^ rifnenta.l curve, (h) Theoretical 
Nitrogen onoek peak, (c) Suheiduray peak C - (a »b)
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yiG»3,1 « Damging curve for 0,09^ A1 alloy nitrided for yy hr* at  ^
5 9 0  C in ammonia mixture, and homogenised 2 hrs. at 590 C
(a) Experimental curve (b) Theoretical Nitrogen Snoek peak, 
(c) Subslduary peeüc G «=> (a « b).
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FIG«32, Damping curve for 0,%% A1 all^y ao for Fig.25, 
D-ged and re^nolu li oned at 590 C,
-OD-
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FIG;,33« Comparison of 25 and 32. (a), (b) and (o)
as nitrided and quenched (d) and (e) as nitrided,
a44‘
are theoretical Snoek peaks (c) is the subsiduary peak 
(a) 'md (d) ax*e experimental curves C  ^(a « b) __
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VAUT 9. DISCUSSION OF HESOIÆ'3.
mWmi* p a n * w m ,Mn  « i w ih i i i ih  iiiin ii—
âÊSMmJWL
Xn tro duo tion ,
From the review in Section 1.3 of the work done on nitrogen 
in iron aXXojo by internai friction mothode it is apparent that 
no comprehensive investigation has been made of the iron-»aXuminium- 
nitrogen system.
The most important single point in question is the existence 
of a ooooncl peak in addition to the Bnoek peak. Fast has reported
that no such peak is to be found in an alloy containing 0*5 atomic
24
per cent of aluminium* On the other hand, Laxar et al reported 
secondary peaks in iron-aluminiura-oarbon alloys which at least 
indicates the possibility of similar peaks existing in the nitrogen 
system since carbon and nitrogen generally produce comparable 
effects when in solid solution in the same metal.
In order to have a basis for comparison of the information 
gathered from a study of the aluminium alloys it was decided, as 
a first stop in this present Investigation,to re-establish the 
data obtained by other workers on the damping characteristics 
in iron-nitrogen alloys*
cont * d.••
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Section 5.2 - The Snoek Peak in Xron-Hitro^en Alloys»
Several pur© iron opeoimonrj were nitrided for short periods 
at 5 3 0 ^ 0  quenched and the dam%)ing measured between 1 5 ^ 0  and 6 5 ^ 0  
at different testing frequencies# Three of these curves are 
shown in Fig#13 and the Q* values are givoxv in Table 4 , The 
activation energy for diffusion of nitrogen was calculated by 
using the equation,
In ( ^  ) - (6 )
X X* 3
whore and f^ are linear frequencies of vibration and and
are the corresponding temperatures at which the maximum damping for
these frequencies is observed* The average dli value was 18*19 Koala/
mole of nitrogen (Table 5) although the calculated values varied
from 16*9 to 19*39 Koals/mole* From equation (6 ) it oon bo seen
that the dH value obtained in this manner depends oritioally on
the temperature difference between the peaks, this difference
being the divisor in the equation,
f_
B 1 » ( 1
' 2  - %
Aesundng the error in placing the peak temperature to bo the oamo 
for each peak it becomes apparent that the smaller the difference 
between Tg and in the above equation the larger becomes the 
percentage error in the calculated dH value* Thus the moot accurate 
value should be that from the peaks furthest apart and this in fact 
leads to a dH of 18*26 which agrees well with the value most quoted 
for the diffusion of nitrogen in alpho^iron* With an estimated
Gont’d***
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•î" Oerror of «». 0»5 G In measuring the tomporaturo the error for a
temperature range of 11^ io - 10/ at the host* The activation
©nor^ may then he quoted ae 18 #2 - 2 Kcalo/molo of nitrogen*
Bach of the three curves of Fig* 13 miB proceeded by computer
using Programme 2 as deaoribed In Section 3*5 and the résulta aro
euramarioed in Table 6* Thie alternative method of calculating
dH dopendo basically on the shape of the damping curve and
*1
therefore takes into aooount the Q** valueEJ determined experimentally 
over a range of temperatures rather then the position of the peak 
maximum* The results were processed both with and without a 
correction being made for background damping since this has a slight 
effect on the shape of the curve. The background damping was 
determined over the range of experimental temperatures on a fully 
deoarburisod speoimeu prior to nitriding and was found to 5*10*^
mA
on average* This value of 5*10  ^is the contribution to damping 
duo to frictional losses in the apparatus and the other factors 
which have been discussed previously in Section 3*4 and which arc 
assumed to be constant and unaffected by nitriding* Strictly 
speaking to ®V£iIuate the damping produced by nitrogen alone the 
background damping should b© subtracted from each experimental 
çT value* This is bom© out by the fact that the dU value closest 
to the generally accepted ono of 18*2 is the 17*6 Koals/mole 
calculated from the results to which the background damping 
correction has boon applied* Aa a method of determining the dH 
value the computer technique is probably more accurate than the 
method of using equation (6) when the peaks are separated by less
cont*d*.#
tlian 10 • The two methods are nevertheless in good agreeraent and 
throughout this work the value of dH used is 18,2 Koals/mole.
oont'd...
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The theory of the calculation of diffusion coefficients from 
internal friction peaks has been outlined in Section 1*3# The
diffusion coefficient may be stated thuai-
[ r t  
18
2
Î) M om^ /scoi
where o, is the lattice parameter, 2*866^A in the case of alpha- 
iron and f is the linear f3?equency of testing# In all six 
specimens were nitrided and their peaks detormined at different 
frequencies# Three of the wires were those referresd to in the 
calculation of the dh value# In each oaao the value of D smfs 
calculated (Table Y) and this was plotted against the reciprocal 
of the a-hoolut© temperature at which the pealc occurred (.Fig#14)#
The plot gives a straight line relationship# This observation is 
in fact expected from the classical expression for the diffusion
m
coefficient 5) 3X) oxp.HT whore Do is a constant, dH is the
oactivation energy for diffusion* T the temperature in K and H 
the gas constant# It is possible therefore to find both Do and 
dH from Fig#14# Do was found to be 1#3#10**^  and dH to be 19 Koals/ 
mole# Fast and Vora^ljp^^ report 6#6#10**^  and 18*6 while Wort^^ 
gives 3*10*^ and 10.2, In fact these large differences in Do 
produce very small variations in the values of D for a given 
temperature within the experimental range. Hence the agreement 
botv/oon result0  obtained from this invastigatloxx and of those of 
the others quoted is quite good.
cant'd,,.
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3potion 5,4 - Bqlid Solubility of Hitrogen In Alnha-Xron,
Determination, of the limita of solid solubility of nitrogen
in alphamiron has been the objoot of mmiy investigationo both
by internal friction and more oonveïitional mothods# Kat/linga
and Tambini^^ determinod the ph&oe bousklarios in alpha-iron
using a damping toahnique , They increased the time of nitriding of
wire speoiïiiQna at a given température until the amount of nitrogen
in solid solution, as measured by a damping peak, reached a
macKimum# Partially orewked ammonia was used aa a nitriding medium
and the ammonia potential in equilibrium with the s%)QCimena could
be altered by varying the temperature of the cracking furnace#
The peak % “ v£dues so obtained were then multiplied by a factor
of 1.28 to convert them to weight per cent nitrogen* These
solubility results are plotted against temperature in Fig#18*
In repeating this investiga^ tioïi the author employed a
different method of Êipproaohing the equilibrium between nitrogen
in solid solution and With the method used by Kawlinga and
48Taüibini it is possible to be nitriding at an ammonia potential 
v/hioh either is not capable of achieving equilibrium or is 
oapable of ovor-nitriding the specimen in the maimer indicated in 
Section 3*3* To be absolutely sure of achieving equilibrium 
by the method of Rawlingo mid Tarabini it would be nooeesary to 
nitride with a considerable range of amonia potentials. The 
technique used in this v/ork was to nitride the specimens at 
5 9 0  0 for a short period at an aisBionia potential which experience
oont'd#*e
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had shovm would over-nitr*id.e if tho ti&io were not oaroMly 
controlled® la thie way It was enoured that enough nitrogen 
was present to give an equiXihrium hetwoen interstitial nitrogen 
and Fo^I at temperatures other than the outeotoid.
Usually four specimens were nitrided at a time two of these
being used to approach the aquiXlbrium from above and t\m from
below the temperature in question. All the specimens were
homogenised for eight hours at 590^0* Two were fumaoe cooled
to (say) 300^0, held for a period of time, quenched and the
value foimcl* This procedure was followed with increasing per3.odG
of time until a constant value was obtained# The other two wires
o
wore loft for several days to age and wore then heated to 300’^  
and held for increasing periods imtil again a constant value was 
obtained. In the first case the treatment precipitates nitrogen 
from solid solution to establish equilibrium and in the second the 
nitrogen previously precipitated as is taken into solid 
solution. Agreement between the two methods is very good as io 
sho\m in Fig. 15 and Table B. The yaluoo obtained from the fom? 
specimens were averaged for each tcjmporature. These aro quoted 
in Table 9(a) over a range of solution temperatures from 215^0 
to 850^0. In the oaao of values establiohod for temperatures 
above the eis, too told the approach to eqidXibrium was tliat of 
precipitating nitrogen from solid solution at the outectoid, 
i.e. by heating the specimens from room temperature* not by cooling 
i/hem from a higher temperature. This was neoosoary because the
oont'd»
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furnaces used could not oaoily operate above 950^0 making the 
approach to equilibrium by taking nitrogen into solid solution 
difficult to aohlGVo.
Tho Q " values given in Table 9 are the equilibrium values 
obtained by quenching and measuring the damping a.t room temperature, 
The testing frequency v/as adjusted euoh that the peak occurred 
at room tomporaturo which is a oonvonient one for rapid testing 
after quenching. The logarithm of this value, io plotted against 
the reciprocal of the absolute temperature in Fig.X6# Two straight 
lines result, one for eubeutectoicl temporatures with a negative 
gradient and another for temperatures above the eutectoid with 
a positive gradient# JBoth are of the form
m i1
if A oxp# HT or
In Q K3 In A  ^IIT or
log C3 log A 4
owhere A is a constant, T the temperaturein K, R the gac constant
and dH. the haat of activation of the reactions involved above and
below the auteotoid tomperature#
Tho gradients of the lines are in fact 2#3R# The résulté
plotted in Fig# 16 for the subeuteotoid temperatures give a dH value
for the reaction 4Fo *>■ [h] Fe,N as - 8500 Kcalq/mole of nitrogen
and Q s« 13 exp# - ET as the expression connecting' the solubility
48with temperature# The dli values found by Rawlings and Taiiibini , 
Fast and Yerrijp^'^ and Para-njpe et; àl^^ aro ?#54f 8#3 and 8#g6 
Koals/mole rospeotively# The author's result io closer to that
cont'd#..
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of those workers using internal friction techniques than to 
the ViilueD obtained by Faranjpo ot al' baaed on chemical 
analjcla of nitrided carbonyl powder which had been previously 
docarburisQd#
For temjjoratures above the euteotoid the dH value is
1 4 , 1 0 0  Kcals/mole of nitrogen and the related equation is çf^  m
14*100Vi ï.-.-4ïî'/^t»f«Br:*ïen!Ka
2*3.10 exp, ET . The dE value is that for the chemical
reaction C Ho<] y] * These results agree quit© closely
■Î r M«*4§â
the 13#500 Kcale/raole and Q*' « 4.6.10*''^  exp RT found by
40plotting the results of Rawlings and Ikunbinl in a similar 
manner*
The two lines of Fig*l6 intersect at and give a
value of 8•9*10"''^  for that température. Taking the euteotoid 
temperature as the results of Past mul Verrijp give the
solubility no 0 *0 9 7 / nitrogen while the value is 0.106/ for the 
sarae temperature according to Rawlings and Tambini. Using the 
conversion factor of Fast and Verrijp (1*26)^^ on the author's 
figure of 8.9.10*'*" the solubility would bo 0*112/, while that 
using the factor of Rawlings and Tambini (1*28) would give 0*114/# 
bljkstr#?^ using a factor of 1*26 reports the solubility at 5 9 0 ^ 0  
as 0.107/# The Agreement shown by these various results is of 
quite a high order, when it is pointed out that damj>ing values 
corresponding to the solubilities reported for 5 9 0 * ^ 0  all lie
in the range (8*5~ l) 1
Fig. 1 7  illustrates graphically the difference between the
p*i
results of Bijkstraand those of the author# (In this graph
cont'd..#
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Dljkotm'o factor of 1*26 la uoeci on the author's resultsjï*
oDljkatra'o values aro consistently lower above 33Û 0* Indeed
Dijketm'o determinations aro cmnsiotently lower than those obtained
by miy other v/orkorr3 using do,mping mothods. A direct comparison
of the alphu"*pha80 boundarioo no ' determined in this present work
(using a factor of 1,28) and as determined by Kawlingo and 
/18Tambini io to be found in Fig, 18* There ia a fair measure of
agreement below tho euteotoid but the diaoroponciee to bo found
above the euteotoid are larger. They are grea,test at tomperatureo
approaoMng 590^0 and Rawlings and Tambini'e résulta aro aonaiotontly
higher throughout* In the present work a apooimon 0*03 inoheo in
diameter was used while that used by Rawlings and Tambini was only
0*02 inchoB in diameter* With rjuoh a thinner opooiiuen a raoro
effeotlve quenoh oould be obtained especially from hlghor
tempex’atux*Go and it is possible that not all of the nitrogen was
retained in solid solution in this present work so that the
daïïqying peak would bG correspondingly lower* This is confirmed
to some extent; by the fact that agreement is better between the
two studies at the highest temperatures where there is less nitrogen
in solid solution and the mto of precipitation would bo slower*
51The results of Paranjpo et al are plotted in Fig.lg together 
with the present results (again multiplied by a factor of 1*28) 
and show a considerable divergence oapecia'JiLy above tho euteotoid 
température * The disorepe/noy is not consistent and the methods 
of determination o>ro not comparable but it is interesting to note
Gont'd*.*
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the work of Paranjpo et al would Jjidloato a much greater 
solid solubility above the euteotoid thoii do the internal friction 
résulta. It is possible that Fg JÎ is present :ln tho oases of the
T
determinations at 650^0 and 7^0^G Y/hioh would account for the 
high values obtained by oheraioal enalysis*
It is appreciated that the method used by tho author to 
dotormine the equilibrium values of interstitial nitrogen cannot 
bo checked by chemical analysis since Fe.N is present in all oases ©
ml
However tho method used has been proved acoepta.b.le since the Q " 
values found agree v;el3., within the limits of expérimental error, 
with the results of other workers * The value of 6K found for tho
solution of FouM is unaffected bj this factor and also agrees
*■?
tf
closely with previously determined values « Smit and Van Bueren
have calculated theoretically that :ln a apeoimen of radomnly
orientated orystalo tho proportionality conotemt io 1#33* It
is considered however that tho factor of 1*20 found by Rawlings
and Tambini/^® ie tho most reliablo and the author's results
using this agree well with tho established solubility values*
Oonsequently it has boon adopted in tho present work to
calculate the weight per cent nitrogen.
Those results obtained with nitrogen in pure iron wires were
vez^ r (moouraging since they showed that tho nitriding tochnique
and the methods of recording and measuring the internal friction
were fully acceptable and that the apparatus built was capable
of producing accurate results. The results also helped confirm
the work done previously as well as providing the author with
useful experience in manipulating the apparatus before proceeding
cont'd***
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to ©xojjiino the Irom^olumlnlmm-nitrogen system.
cont'd® « ®
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Sscitlon - Damping in 3.ron-Alum:lnim-I'?itroKen Allqya.
Having established the Bnoek peak in iroH'^ -nitrogen eystem 
stops were taken to study the iron«aluminium«nitrogen system#
To this end three specimens from the alloy contaiïilng 0,09/ 
aluminium by v/eight were nitrided and the clamping curve 
determined between 15^ and 65^0# In each ease the curve 
established was considerably broader than the Snook peak and 
the maximum ims less sharply defined as is illustrated by the 
example given in Fig*20 ^ Here the oxjïerimental curve is compared 
with the theoretical Snoek peak calculated from equation (5)#
1
dïi / :i » 1 \oocdi — " ( ^  }
with a Tin of 42^0 and with a dli value of 18*2 Koala/mole, for the
same height of peak muximuHi as the oxxierj.mental curve* Tho 
experimental peak is very inuoh broader indicating tho proeoeno© 
of ono or more damping peaks in addition to tho Snoek peak*
By assuming that the tiieoretlceil peak corresponds exactly to the 
experimental peak in height and temperature and by subtracting it 
from tho exx)orimental curve there ie an Indication that tJiero are 
possibly three peaks present (Fig*20)* The earliest attemiJte at
resolving this peak into Its components thoreforo wore based on
the assumption that there wore in fact three peaks present#
It vruj hoped to coiivpile a computer programme which by a 
reiterative process of continuous approximationb would define 
tho pouko present in terms of their peak heights (q3t)p their
(Kmt*d#**
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peak temperatures (Tm) and the aotlvation energy (dH), In order 
to accompliah this approximate dH values had to be assigned to the 
secondary peaks on either side of the arbitrarily placed Snoek 
peak* This v/as done by the graphical methods outlined in Section 3*5• 
It was not possible to calculate the dH value from equation (6) 
since it was only in the case of one frequency (Table 10) that 
both the secondary peaks were completely defined since the three 
peaks stretch over a larger temperature range than it was possible 
to test with the apparatus of this inveotigation® The dll values 
were calculated from the individual Q*" values of these secondary 
peaks using the method of plotting the natural logarithm of the 
relaxation time against the reciprocal of the tenqiorature* In 
this way tho dli value for the lower peaic at 2 7 ^ 8  (Fig®20) was 
calculated aa 13*5 Koala/mole end that for the upper peak at 60^G 
as 19©2 Koals/mole*
ProXiminaxy calculations with those values indicated that 
the computer programme might well produce results in tho laeinnor
•Î
expected® The programme was designed to take the values of Q*m,
Tm end dll fed into it for each curve and vary them v/itli respect 
to each other until a constant value was reached for each one* 
Although the Q'ra, Tm and dH were known for tho bnoek peek 
inaccurate values were deliberately fed into the computer so that 
if the computer eventually produced the established values for 
this peak then tho programme would have proved itself* Tho 
computer' progra.rmae was designed to provide a {fnf, Tm and dU value 
for each peak by using the experimental values of Q \ Hnfortunately
cont'd**,
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the values produced were unacceptable In terms Of the experimental 
curve as, instead of converging on certain values for tho required 
constants ouooeosivo cycles produced increasingly divergent results 
and eventually gave values many times higher than the highest
experimental It became apparent that not enough precise
infomation had been given to the computer and that with oo many 
variables no single mathematical solution could bo found which 
explained the experimental curve in terms of three Qm's, Tm's and 
dH*0#
A change of approach to the problem was neoessary# It was
decided to reduce the number of variables by specifying all tho
known information about the Snoek peak* The firct etep wao to
establish the exact position of the Snoek peaîc for the testing
frequoney used# This v/as done by using the data of Past and Vorrijp
in conjunction with equation (6)« Pox* tho frequency used in
drawing up Fig#20, i#e# 2*7 cycles/sec, and for a dh value of
18,2 Koals/molc it was found that Snoek peak was at 33^0 and
not 42^0# On calculating a theoretical peak with its Tm a.t
33^0 and subtracting it from the exx)orimental curve it became
apparent that there wa.s only one other peak (Pig#2X and Table 11)
and not two ae had been previously surmised# This elimination of
ono of the secondary peaks is based on the assumption that the
iorn*»nitrogen Snoek peak is completely miaffooted by the presoence
of onotlier relaxation process# It remained then to deteraaine tho
ocharacterlsticB of this other peak which occurs at 32 0 for
2#7 oyoles/soo#
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üoing equation 6 on the eeoondary peak so obtained for tho 
three specimens dïï values ranging from I4  to 23 Koale/iaole were 
found v/hioh had an average value of 19*7 Koals/mole. On proooooing 
the results, obtained by the subtraction of the Snoek peak from 
the ©xjserimental one, in Progmiiune 2 in the computer an average 
value of dH for tho three secondary peaks was found to be 19*5 
Kcals/mole (Table 12(a),
Tho dH values obtained for the secondary curve aro very close
to that reported by many workers for tho damping caused by
interstitial carbon in alpha^iron* The suspicion that this peak
was in fact duo to carbon v/as strengthened by the faét that the
Tm value of gl G given by tho computer programme for the peak
o
phov/n in Fig,21 io only 1 G higher than that v;hich would be 
expected from carbon at the same frequency (Taking a dll volue of 
20 Koale/niolo ond a Tm of 40^0 for a frequency of one cycle a 
second the Tm for carbon at a frequency of 2,7 cycles/sec Is 50^G), 
The peak temperatures given by the computer for the other two 
frequencies agree well with tho theoretical values for carbon at 
these frequencies. On the baoia of this evidence it was concluded 
that the secondary peak was not duo to nitrogen interacting rd.th 
aluminimn but was the Snoek peak for carbon in alpha^^ iron.
Two features of importance emerge from this conclusion.
Firstly it o^ ppoared that the clocarburioation of the specimens 
was not complete in the 'J2 hours treatment given to thorn. It had 
been appreciated ea3?lier tlmt the dry liydrogen x^ roceoe used to 
prevent oxidation of aluminium was not a very efficient decarburising
corit'd,,*
agent with which to effect the removal of soluble carlson* Yet
tests oonduoted to determine tho background damping before
nitriding had given no indioation of the preooenoe of a oarbon
peak of the order of 6 #10*"^  ae found in those three epecimona*
Explanation is to be found in the formation of almvlniuni carbide*
Tho reaction for the formation of Al^ 0^ has a high negative
free energy and it is even less readily removed by hydrogen than
interstitial carbon* The prescenoe of oarbon as precipitated
carbide would not produce a damping peak and this would account '
for the low background damping found ixk the temperature range
where a carbon peak would have boon expected* Although Al^ 0^
is a stable compomid alutiiinium nitride is even more stable. Tho
negative freo energies of formatioxi ore 37 &nd 55 Koals/mole
respeotively at 600^0* The following reaction would take place
0^ #  6^ 4 A1 M (dll « -185,000 Koals/aole at 600®U Indioatlng
that the reaction would go to the right as written) and oarbon
would bo liberated to contribute to damping* This would explain
the appearance of a cai?bon peak where none had boon fotmd previously,
24V/ith reference to the work of Laxar èt al It is possible that
the secondary peak found is in fo,ct oomposed of two peaks | the
oBnoek due to oarbon and a oubslduary peak some 14 lower :ln 
liejim03?ature of rather smaller peak height* This subsiduary however 
would be disguised by the much larger nitrogen peak*
The height of the carbon peak was 6*10"^""' which is equivalent 
to ax>pro3d.matoly 0*10 weight per cent of oarbon and in an attempt 
to remove it tho decarbm?lsing time was doubled, A apQoimon
oont'd***
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deoarburiseû in tîîio manner and from the oamo alXoj (0a09/^  
aluminiuïïi) v/ao nltrided and the dompin^ curve determined ao ohomi 
in Pig,22, Ao can be seen there is vexy good agreement between 
the experimental peak osid the theoretical Snook peak for nitrogen 
In iron# ilhes^ o is some slight divergence between 320^K and 
330^K where the carbon peak would be expootod to fall# Tills is 
the final pieoo of corroborating evidenoo for the explanation 
that the oeoond peak found in Fig#21 is due to the presenoo of 
interstitial carbon# Prolonging the treatment to more thaxa six 
dcgs did not generally provide much improvement in agreement 
between the experimental and theoretical peak and it is possible 
that specimens picked up oarbon from hydrocarbon impurities in the 
hydrogen although every precaution mm taken to exclude theso 
(see Section 3*3)# In general it was found extremely difficult 
to remove the carbon entirely and usually a very omall allowance 
had to be made for it in analysing expo]?imental curves in the 
computer#
The second point is with regard to the usefulness of the 
computer programmeso Although the cocond peak could not bo 
attributed directly to tho presence of aluminium the tiiao devoted 
to developing tho computer programmes was not mis^spont# Applying 
the principles outlined in Bectioii 3#9 for just such a case as this
the computer had been successfully used to mialyeo a composite peak
containing’ one completely unknoim relaxation process# Good agreement 
"iixB Obtained between tîie throe examples v/ith reopoot to tho dH value
found# Tho veiy good agreament between the Tm values given by tho
Gont'd#.*
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ooKiputai? and tho thoox’ctioeJ, Tm values for carbon was later 
substantiated by the clooarburioing oxporiments as being evidence 
that the secondary peak was due to carbon* It is doubtful if the 
peak would have been as convincingly demonstrated to be duo to 
carbon without tho computer prograRMoa which are fully vindicated 
by this example.
2ALaxar et al ‘ reported as many as three other peaks in addition 
to the Snoek in tm aluminium'^carbon system containing 2*36^  ^aluminium, 
They also give results for alloys containing O.O4  and 0*36^ aluminium 
which are similar in composition to two of the alloys made for the 
pres en t investigation.
In order to establish whether or not the peaks reported for 
2*36^  aluminium were present in alloys containing only 0*04 or 
Oo3#^ hmcar's curves for those alloys were subjected to tho 
computer analysis dovisocl for this investigation* Very little 
varia.tion was found frora the theoretical carbon peak in tho case 
of tho 0@04)v alloy. With ifao 0.]6^ alloy however significant 
differences were observed whoa a theorotioal calculated ï3noek 
poali: was subtracted from the oxporioiental résulta (Fig®23).
'i
dïfïalX peaks of the order of 1*9«3.0*"" ami 2*3*3.0*" wero found at 
approximately tho same temperatures aa those reported by Laxur ot 
al for two of thoir secondary peaks in the 2,30# alloy® As tho 
aluminium oontont increases l^ axar et al find that tlie heights of 
tho secondary peaks rise at the expense of tho Guook peok. It 
would appear therefore that tho height of the peak Is dependent on. 
ailoy content and that aïny peak there may bo in the iron^aJuminium-
cont’d,*,
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nitx'ogoîi system will be meet obvious in the alloy oomtainlng the 
maxiwmm aluminium (0*3#) in this oorioo and that below thio 
coïftpOGltion tho oocondary peak would be too email to bo readily 
detected*
Before further nitriding oxperlRionto were undertaken git r/ao 
decided to oarry out some experiments in an attempt to oonfirsa 
the work of Laxar et al on the iron**aluminiura«oarbon system*
When 0*3# a3.uminlim specimens of this present series of alloys 
v/e® oarburloed the prooenoe of the two peaks» illustrated in 
Laxar et al*s work in Fig*23@ was confirmed (Fig*24)* Laxar et al 
find their peaks at 3 0 1 ^K and 340^ IC in their higher alloys* The 
aiithox^ ’e analysis of ti'ioir peak for 0*30# aluminium has the 
oooondary peaks at 301 and 335 K while the author®a owîi work
gives the peaks a,t 300 and 331 K* Agreement is good for the lower
peak but not quite so good for the highea? peak whloh lies at tho 
ujaxjex* temperaturo limit of tho apparatus used in this present v/oa:k* 
The heightsof the peaks recorded differ, again at the higher 
temperature but by and largo the present work confirms thrat of 
Laxar ot al* To ascertain if similar effects could ho obtainod in 
the iron-'^ aluialnlum^ nitrogen system three specimens of the 0.3# 
aluminium alloy were nitrided for thirty minutes in a 6y', ammonia» 
aïiiXîiOîîia/hydrogen mixture» quenched and, tlie dampiïig curve established 
as illustrated in Figo2 5 &
Previous calculations using equation (6) had established 
that the Snoek peak for this froquenoy (2*5 cycles/second) would II® 
at 305^K (3 2 ^0 ) O' In actual fact the expesxlmentoJ. peak lay
cont'd*.*
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considGmbXy bolov/ thio temperature at (23^C) indicating
that tho experimental peek was a oopApoimd of two or more peaks*
When tho experimental results were processed in computer Programme
I they yielded the Snook cmd secondary peak shovm in Fig*25*
S'lmllar analysis on the two other experimental curves gme 
comparahlG results* The secondary peaks» ao determined graphically 
by suhtraotioi lay between 7 and 10® below the Snoek peak* By 
using equation (6) two dH values were calculated to be 21 and
30.8 Koals/molo* ho great reliance oan bo placed on these values
as this graphical method positioned the secondar^ jr peak at the same
temperaturo for two different frequencies* When the values for
tho secondary peaks arrived at by subtraction were processed in
computer A’;i?ogrammo 2» clH values were found which gave a mean value
of 2 4  0 0 Kcals/mcle* The Tm values so found varied from 0® to 
oII below tho Gnook peak and the ratio of the secondary peak to the
Snook peak was In eummaxy it may be stated that thi.s 0*3#
alloy when Bitridod gives an additional domiping peak which lioo 
oapproximately 9 0 below the Snook peak» is usually one and a half 
times the height of the Snook peak and has a dH value of 24*6 Koala/ 
mole*
Since this peak is of a regular shape and hao a dH value a 
little higher than tluxt for the diffusion of nitrogen in iron it 
would appear that It arises from a single relaxation process# Tho
general characteristics of a compound peak are im iicrogular shape»
21 2/1 such as those found by Dijkatray » Laxar et al  ^and othexsand a
low dll value* The activation onergieB for tho diffusion of
Gont’d***
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Interatitial or oubotitutional atoms in motaXs are usually of the 
order of several tens of thouBanda of oalorloa per mole of 
interstitial or substitutional atoms. For example the diffusion 
of carbon in iron has a dH value of 20 Kcala/molo and that of 
alumlniim in iron is 5 0  Kcalo/molo® Peaks with dH values of 
approximately 10 Koale/raole or less are, for the reason, suspected 
of being compound pQoko* For example the dll value found by the 
oomputer for tlie experimental curve given in Fig#25 is 8*6 Kcals/ 
mole* There is no precise scientific basis for deciding whether 
or not a peak is a single relaxation process or a combination of 
two or more* If a curve exhibits the general characteristics of 
a single proooos i*e* regular shape and high dH value, thon It can 
ueually be regarded as a single process* If on the other hand a 
curve is irregular and has a low dH value then the possibility exists 
that it is a compound of several processes and It should bo 
analysed as such* Generally these assumptions are justified*
It could 1)0 argued that a dH value of 24*6 Koalo/mole as found here 
could be produced by tv/o process es of even higher dH o.g* the 56 
Kcale/molo dH value for the diffusion of aluminium in iron* Hov/evor 
tho regular shape of the curve tends to ciiaeount the theo.i;y that 
it is composed of two peaks ao does the fact that the diffusion of 
alivainium in iron is nogliga])le at room temperature*
A similar niti?iding treatment carried, out Èm. the other alloys 
of tho series gave tho results tabulated in Tables 17^20 and 
illustrated in Figs, 26»273 20 and 29* In each case a secondary 
peak vms obtained 6aid the ôll values calculated by computer* wore
qont'd** e
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0,11 in the range 24 * 2 Koals/mole* Ab can bo soon however tho
%)oako heights show no defindto dopandcmoo on (aluminium content
and the ratio of the poalc heights is not constant and in no oase
agrees with the value of 1«5 foimcl in the oaso of the 0,3# alloy
referred to in Table 17#
All of the above mentioned .secondas^ y^ peaks had boon found by
the exaraixiation of viriixoraogenioGd wireoa that is to eay the specimens
îuid been nitrided quenched and the dam%)ing curve determined
imiixedisteXy* There had been no anneal at 590®C to allow nitrogen to
diffuse through the wire and establish equilibrium with the aluminium
o
in solution « When hoiaogenisation was carried out; at 590 0 for two 
hoars the secondary peak disappeared in all but the 0 ,09# and 0*3# 
alloys whore it was considerably reduced in Dmghltude(Figs@30 and 31 
and Tables 11 and 12.) In the case of the 0*3# alloy the secondary 
pGoxk fell to one seven tlx of the value of the 3noek peak whereas it 
had boon 1*5 times ua largo as the Snook peak when tho wire was 
unhomogenisod* With the 0*09# alloy the Snoek peak in the homogenised 
specimen was a%)proxlmatoly equal to tho secondary pealc ixi height 
whereas before hoinogenioation it had been only half the height of 
tho secondary pea ko Aften:' 3 hours honiog;eniaatlon the secondary 
peak had disappeared in both thoso alloys* Aill of thio ouggoste 
that the meohanism to which the pealc is attributable depends on a 
metastable association of atoias®-
In order to investigate this metastable pock tho three wires 
referred to with reepeot to FigaSb wore given a resolution treatment 
at; fos:* one hour* They were then quonoliod and the damping
oont*d«.o
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curve determined as Is exemplified in Fig#38* It is assumed that, 
in the intervening period the nitrogexx had precipitated and that the 
re-solntlon treatment would have taken the nitrogen of Fo^B haok 
lîxtfâ solid solution* Computer analysis showed these curves to be 
Snoek peaks with no secondary or abnormal peaks* At this stage 
there appeared to bo a distinct relationship between the combined 
heights of the Snook and seoondasy peaks, as fomxd in tho 
unhOïBOgenisod specimens, ami that of tho Snoek after solution 
treatment (Fig* 33*) The sum', of the heights of the two peaks of 
F:lg* 2 5  is very nearly oqua3, to the height of the Snoek peak of 
Figo32 io0 * 3*8*10^'$ This close numorioaX relationship was found 
with the other tvio wires* Tho specimen of Fig*30 from the stmie 
alloy» given tho same nitriding treatment but homogenised for two 
hours hao a Gnoek peak of 3*4«10and a secondary peak of 4*5*10^^ 
to give a very similar total of 3*85*10*^ as the sum of tho poako*
The xndicïations are therefore, that ageing and solution or 
homogenising increase the Snook peak eit tho oxponse of the secondary 
peak by approximately the amount by which the secondary peak falls*
It is only tho non-equilibrium conditions which apply in unîiomogenised 
wires that produce the secondary peak and a possible mechanism may 
be assigned to the peak from a study of these donditioiia#
oont * d<
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SeotiOB 5.6 « Mechanism for tho Secondary Peak.
Tho oharaoterlstios of the aooondary peak are that it oooure
at a temperature 9® lower thon that of tho Snoek peak duo to nitrogen
and it ha,s a dH value 6*4 Koa3.F.j/mol0 higher. These facta
immediately eliminate oarhon interactions ae the possible cause
since tho Snoek peak due to carbon lios some 20® higher for the
same frequency and laxar et report no seoondary peak for
aluminium-carbon interactions at the temperature of tho secondary
peak found here.
The fact that tho secondary peak appears at a lower toniporature
than the Snook and yot has a higher dli value would at first sight
19appear to be In conflict with the views of Wert who has found 
a simple straight lino relationship between the clH for a praoeoo 
and the temperature at which it occurs. Interpretation of hio 
graph drawn from the damping of different Interstitials in various 
body oenta?ct cubic lattices gives a direot relationship aueh that 
the higher the value of dH the higher the tempera,ture at which tho 
peak occurs for a given frequency. It is apparent however that this 
relationship doQs not hold fore secondary peaks oausecl by the presence 
of alloys. For example Dljkstra and Sladek found all of their 
eecoBcIary peaks with various alloy additions to have dH values very 
close to tho 10 Kcals/mole for the Hnoek peak except in the case 
of Molybdenum whore the reported dH was 16 Kcals/molo for a Booondary peak 
which lay 53® above that of the Bnoek peoko
As discussed in Section lo2 tho ooeurrenoo of tho dumping peak
cont’d.e.
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:lo due to the fact that at a certain temperature the cycle of 
oscillation of the Interstitial atom is comparable to the period 
of vibration of the pendulum whom operating at a certain frequency, 
Thus it is probably more accurate to eay that the temperature at 
which the peak occurs for any given prooooo is dependent on the 
relaxation klmo of the process rather than the dH value. The
m
relaxation tl.mo is ^^ .ven by the equation 'To oxp® HT whore
T() is a constant* The exact pl\ysical interpretation of'T'o
;lo not clear but it must be dependent on ouch factors as the
chemical affinity between tho eolute and solvent atoms » on the
relative sIkîoo of the solute and solvent atoms and on the elastic
properties of the solvent* The energy required l;o make an inter«=»
stiitiad diffuse will depend ou the %)hysloochemical conditions
whioh’To embodies and To will be altered by tho introduction of
an alloy atom which will undoubtably effect all of the above factors,
19There is no reason to supper]o that tho relationship which Wert 
found between Tm and cIU should apply if tlie Introduction of an 
alloying element xn^ oàuoeo variation in To.
Various mechanisms have been suggested to account fo^ / the 
arqyai'iranee of subsldmry peeks due 1;o interstitials in body centre 
cubic alloys  ^ " All of those postulate a different typo of jump 
process associated with interstitial sites adjacent to substitutional 
solute atoms in which the activation energy and mean time of atay 
of the Interstitial differ from that In a normal site. Preferential 
association of tho interstitial vdth such an interstice may result 
from a mechanism of tho type suggested by beak ot al" for tho
oontUl*,.
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4-6 IPays tom# Jaok' ' hao showsi that Jjitorotltial
nitrogen in alpha-iron oauaoa a distortion of tho ouhio coll
resulting in an expansion along the diad axle (Flg;#34(u) and 34(h) )#
5(1According to hoak ot al*^  ‘ » if a silicon atom ocoupios one of tho 
sites of the odtaJiodron ao shown In Fig«34(<0 with an interstitial 
nitrogen atom at the centre then the resulting lattice distortion 
should he smaller than in Fig,34(b) since silicon tends to contract 
the lattice# The energy for the system would be lower and hence a 
nitrogen atom would prefer to be in an octahedron containing a 
silioon a,tom# This would introduce atom jumps between iron-iron 
and iron-silicon Intorstices with a resultant daiBï>ing peak in 
a.ddition to the Snoek peak#
buoh a geometrically favourable position however cannot bo 
res%)onsible fox* tho subsiduary peak reported in the prosenco of 
msmganoae in iron by Dijkstra and Uladek  ^since manganese, unlike 
silicon, ezpando the iron lattice# These latter authors postulate 
that lower enorgy interstitial aites are produced by manganopo, 
chromium» molybdenum and vanadium without attem_pting to explain wliy 
this should be tho case# The chemical affinity between the 
substitutional and interstitial atoms however must be an. important 
factor in determining the relative distribution of the interstitial 
between iron^iron and iron-alloy sites# In the present oaso where 
aluminium is tho substitutional solute It would be expected that the 
chemical affinity factor would be tho dominant one since aluminium 
exp)a.:ads the iron lattice and does not create a geometrically suitable 
site# It is px^obably more accurate to doaaribo the reasons for a
cont’d###
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Bitrogen atom preferring I r » iron<^silicon or iron- 
aluminium altos to iron^lron altos In terms of both relative 
cheiBical affinity and the relative geometry of the pure iron and 
alloy lattice, It :lo extremely difficulty to evaluate what 
contributions those two factors m&ke in the caco of aluminium or 
indeed any other alloying elements*
If an explanation of the seoondary peak ;le to sought in terms 
of an interaction between aluminium a^ id nitrogen atomo Wiere are 
eearoral possible raochanisme as detailed belowa™
(a) Jumps between iron^ tlron and iron-alumlnlum si toe»
(b) Jumps between iron«'»aluj!riniu.m end iron-alurninium sites»
(g) Juiii|>3 between lronM=alumlniurn and alumlnlwB-aluminium sites#
(d) Jiiîims betv/eon aliiiainiuTfV^ aluïiîiniurii ond aluminiur:^ -alu;!iiniura 
sites»
(e) Jumps in strained Intorstices in tho lattice» for example 
round a coherent precipitate®
Cornsideration of these possible mecheniomo may lead to the 
conclusion as to which is the moat likely process* Haohonlsma (b),
(c) and (d) all imx>ly the presence of pairs of aluminium atoms or 
at least aluminium atoms in ouch olooo juxtaposition that 
aluminium to iron-aluminiuHi jumps are possible® 31î; Is unlikely 
however that pairs of aluminium atoms will occur to o.ny greeit 
extent in alloys ao dilute ao tliooo used hore# Laxar et al *’ 
consider pairing unlikely in their aluminium alloys oven up to 
2 . 3 6  weight par cent® Further since the presence of aluminium 
exponda the lattice and increases tiio strain energy locally it is
conthU »•
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even more unlikely that paire of aluminiuja atome are the oaueo of
tlids ©OQondaxy peak in tho oaee* Mechaniejao (h), (o) and (d) are
therefore ocoXuded on those grounds*
There seem to ho adequate reaaono wly îaoolmniem (a) could not
account for the oeconda^y peak found in alloys of this present work*
Firstly theriiiodynamie data indicates that aluminium nitride is a
very stable compound the negative free energy of formation of
which is 60 Kcals/mole at 600®0, the nltriding temperatureo I%t
view of the high chemical affinity between the two elements
it v/ould appear unlikely that nitrogen and aluminium would be found
together in solid solution under ecjuillMdum conditions*
17Darken, et al" ' give the following re3.atlonship for tho
solubility product K t- for the reaction [aiJ
in ga.rama.-ebi?on, log 1C -7,400/T f 1*95® 8n extrapolating tlïls to 
(ignoring the effect of the phase change from gamma to
ali)hD/»ixon) tho K value is of the m'der of 10^  ‘ © The height of the 
Snook peak in the alloys containing 0*3 peg cent aluminium is
*tiC
api^ rojcimately 3*0*10 *" after homogonication* This io equivalent
to approximately 5®10^  weight per cent nitrogen in solid eolution
<?»6
which would be in equilibrium with 2#X10" weight per cent aluminium
'm
in solid solution* The work of Leslie ot al' gives oimilar results 
and tho CAl] level Is so low that no interaction effect between 
aluminium and nitrogen atoms could bo observed by internal friction 
techniques* This is of course in agreement with the fact that the 
peak is not observed under equilibrium conditions since it disappoaro 
on laomogenislng* However it could bo suggeoted that /iieaourable 
oolubilitieo of (.Aljand [h] rrdght occur imder conditions in which
canted*.*
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âlî'T ho.d difficulty in nucleating at temporatureao v/here diffusion
of aluminium is limited» In fact could thio hapj>en it would follow
that homogenieation would allow pracxpitation of aliiminium ïiitrldo
e,ï)Ld oubsequont solution treatment would only take tho nitrogen of
into Bolid Bolution® Thus owersaturation with [Al] and [n ]
could explain a transient oecondary peak due to on interaction
hetwoon [ Al] and [l], whloh oubriequently procipated* However the
evidence Figo#30,32 and 33 is that the nitrogen aeoocio/bed with
the eeooxidary peak returns to solid solution» when the aooondary
peak falls o:e dioappea;t?s» If mechanism (a) applied the seoontlarj
peak would disappear on ro<®solution and tho Snoek peak would romain
unaltered* The seoondary peak certainly disappears hut the Snoek
X)çak increases in height# On these grounds jaeche.nism (a) la not
considered to ha the cause of the secondary peolco
Mechanism (e) therefore remains as the other possibility to be
oxpl03X5ds) That io to say the peak is caused by nitrogen jumps in
sl'.rained interstices in the iron lattice. Several possible
moQhan:u-mî0 might aocount for the rysmr^moo of interstices which
produce atom jumps which are distiwgi?i.shablo from the jumps of the
fnoek moehanism the presence of n ooiierent precipitate» a
high local concentration of interstitial solute, or a second phase#
57This latter possibility hao boon investigated thoroaghly by Fast'^ * 
who concluded that bulk precipitates of a second phases such ao 
nitrides ore carbides did not give rise to damping peaks* It Is 
also possible that the nit:eiding conditions which do not allow time 
for diffusion of nitrogen to the contre of the wire, produce a
oont*d»»®
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high local concentration of nitrogen atoms with resulting severe 
lattice distortion* however in previoue oaaee, Fig.lJ for example, 
pure iron vdreo hav© boon subjected to just ouch nitriding 
treatments without producing ceoondary peako* It la only in alloy 
specimens that those conditions produce a secondary peak# It 
would appear then that the nitridlng conditions alone are not 
reaponoiblee The likeliest possibility therefore soemc to ho the 
presence of a coherent prooipitate and it remains to cliecuss 
wheth.er such a mechanism oau3.d account for the experimental 
observationso
Aith regard to tho composition of the alloys there are four 
main cdlements present, iron, aliMlniü,m.»ïritrogea and carbon eo that 
the coherent precipitate is most likely to be either alitminium 
carbide9 iron nitride o:e alumilnium nitride. Any aluminium carbide 
present would be in the fully precipitated state having been formed 
in the molten alloy, uince iron nitride and aluiainiwii nitride are 
th.o other two remaining possibilities offorta were laada to 
distinguish betv/oon the two by studying tho rate of decay of the 
aocoïxdary peak.
f olïcro speoiiaonB from the Oo3f' alloy were nitrided at 590 0
quenched and the damping curve ascertained# The curve wuo re** 
determined at two hour intervals i#Oo the cUruplng was measured 
between 15 Ain such a viay that after % " value had been found at 
(>5®C the chamber v/aa cooled and exactly two hours after the first 
reading at 15®0 the second reading at 15®C v/as token#- Tho results 
are grajihod In F:tgSo35 and 3c tind ühu l '"" values are given in
GOnt®da••
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Table 2^ » Those graphs show that the secondary peak ages muoh
more quickly at room temperature than the Snoek peak and although
the themal cycling over for four cycles io bound to have an
effect on the rate of precipitation of the nitrogen associated with
both peaks it servos aa a means of comparison* As can be aeon
the height of tho secondary peak drops from 6*5.10*"^ in Fig*35(a)
in the as quenched condition to 4» 10*"^  in four hours 35(h) and
hao virtually disappeared in eight hours ao shown in Fig*36(b)*
«*P
On tho other hand the 3nook poaîc falls only from 1*4*10 to
«*2
1,15*10 in the same period* It has only been shown that three 
hours homogenisation was sufficient to remove the secondary peak.
It hao been demonstrated however^^ that the rate of precipitation 
of aluminium nitride at 590®C is so slow that it is doubtful if a 
secondary due to the presence of a coherent precipitate of 
aluminium nitride would disappear at that temperature in three 
hours* It certainly would not disappear in eight hours at room 
temperature. Hone of these facts however are inconsistent with 
the possibility of the precipitation of a complex iron-aluminium 
nitride* Since due to a high local concentration of nitrogen, the 
lattice would be supersaturated with both Fe^H and kW  there would 
be a tendency for such a phase to form during nitriding*
Conditions during precipitation in an alloy can be ouoh that 
the alloying substitutional element participates in diffusion and 
precipitates are formed whose composition is differenet from the 
matrix* Suoh a oase would be the precipitation of aluminium nitride 
from an iron^aluminium matrix* However in the iron-aluïïdnium-nitrogen 
system the rates of diffusion of aluminium and nitrogen in iron are
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widely different and ae the work of Leslie els al^^ oonfl3?ms little
diffuoion of aluminium ooouro at 590®C and virtually none at all at
room temperature* In auoh cases where the suhotitutional element
does not have the opportmiity to diffuse the precipitate deritos
its composition from the matrix* In the present case a complex
6 7
iron-aluadniiM nitride would preolpito^te* Hult^paen designated 
thio type of precipitation as para^preoipitation* Suoh a pam- 
preoipitato would precipitate much more easily than aluminium nitride 
©inc0 it would only involve the diffuoion of nitrogen atoms to the 
sites of aluminium atoms#
The raeohaniom envisaged for the secondary peak can he summarised 
as follows. Luring nitriding a high local surface concentration of 
nitrogen is produced* Çxt can he seen from Table 2.5 that the presence 
of aluminium results in a much more rapid absorption of nitrogen 
than obtained in a pure iron wire)* Since the lattice io 
supers a turatod in thio surface r©tgion with respect to Fe^E and AIM 
a coherent precipitate of matrix composition is formed* The presence 
of this produces lattice strain and tho secondary poalc is considered 
to bo due to nitizogen jumps associated with distorted interstices 
in such regions * If the wire is homogenised at 590®C diffusion 
of nitrogen towardfj the centre of the wire progressively reduces 
the height of the secondary peak (Fig*30) and increases the height 
of tho Snook peak* Similarly ageing and subsequent re^solutlon 
gives time for redistribution of nitrogen and removes tho secondary 
peak* The agoing experiments at room teraperatux'e referred to above 
indicate that the secondary peak falls more rapidly than the Snoek
cant'd***
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peak# Im terme of the meohanieia proposed this would be due to the 
greater degree of supersatiiration around the coherent preoipitatea 
fonaed at the nitriding temperature whereas the Snoek peak la due 
to nitrogen in less auperatured regions and preolpitates nomially. 
Diffusion of nitrogen away from the supersaturated region will also 
contribute to the more rapid fall in tho secondary peak# These 
ageing rates are also in good aooprd with the fact that the mem. 
time of stay of nitrogen atoms in the strained interstices responsible 
for the aeoondaxy peak is smaller (0*136 seoa) than that for the 
Snoek peak (0*223 seoe)^at room temperature*
In oonolusion it may be stated that the appearance of a secondary 
peak is a condition of the non-equilibrium nitriding technique 
employed and that the peak is a metastable one which is not found 
in fully homogenised iron^aluminiura alloys#
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Section 5.7 -__Solubility of Aluminium Eitrid© .in Iron#
.Htomiuailon of the damping oharacteriotioo in iron-aluraiïiiumi" 
nitrogen alloys in eqtiilibirum conditions ha© shown that there was 
no doteotable internal friction peak duo to tho interaction of 
aluminium and nitrogen atome* It waa not possible therefore to 
aeeeas the quantity of nitrogen associated with aluminium in 
solution directly in terms of a damping peak* In order to study 
the reaction between aluminium and nitrogen in alx^ha-iron i#e*
[aiI 4- [ È ] All an indirect method was adopted for calculating 
the equilibrium constant or solubility product, K* K ie given 
by the expression K « [Alfi 3 C  i*e* the product of the 
percentage of aluminium and the percentage of nitrogen in solution 
at equilibrium*
From the knowledge gained from the study of the damping curves 
of iron-aJ.uminiiwnitrogen alloys it would appear that any nitrided 
iron-aluminium alloy contains the amount of nitrogen indicated by 
the height of the dew^ ping peak and tho amount of nitrogen equivalent 
to that necoGsaxy to form aluminium nitride with the aluminium of 
the alloy* This assumption is made in calculating the equilibx^ium 
constant K from the percentage nitrogen in solid solution as 
determined by the height of the damx^ ing peak and the total nitrogen 
content of the wire as determined by chemical analysis* This 
latter figure provide© a moans of calculating the value of AlfS
The height of the damping peak multiplied by a factor of 1,28 
gives the weight per cent nitrogen in solid solution* If it is
oont'd***
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assumed thaï; the remainder when thie figure is subtraotod from 
the total nitrogen ia nitrogen present ao aXuminiura nitride, then 
it ia poooihle to oaloulato the peroentage of aluminium t|hioh 
has combined to fona aluminium nitride# This in turn when 
oubtf5?aoted from, the total aluminium of the specimen will give the 
quantity of aluuiinium in solution and ÎC can be calculated as 
ehovm bolov/s-
K ^ [a1^ ]C Wfo2
v/l'ier© « 1*20 X QTri*
and [a1/)J[ « (v/elght fo Al in alloy) - ^  (Total îî - )
As indicated in Section 1*3 no vjork has been published on the
réaction of aluminium and nitrogen in alpha-iron below 000®C although
17 39Darken et al"’* and Leslie et al have don© so above thio tempomture
and by methods involving ohoadoal analysis* It was decided therefore
to study the equilibrium between 300®0 and 600®C* To this end
following technique was employed* Wires from each of the
aluminium alloys v/ore nitrided at 59O®0 for thirty minutes and 
homogenised at that temperature in pure nitrogen for sixteen hours* 
Tho specimens were then fuxnaoo cooled to whatever temperature was 
required and hold for two hours before quenching and measuring 
the damping* The v/irea were then analysed for total nitrogen 
content, by the method given in Appendix 2, and K was calculated 
in the manner shown above*
The values so obtained are given in Table 25 and grax)hed 
as a plot of logj^ I^C against the reciprocal of tho absolute 
temperature in Fig*37* As can bo seen there ia a very wide scatter
oont'd*.*
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of K value# at ©aoh température with a marked dependence on 
aluminium content# If these results are averaged they give a
m
straight line relationship of the type K ** A exp* BT where A 
1b a constant, dH the heat of formation of aluminium nitride from 
aluminium and nitrogen in solid solution, T the absolute 
temperature and II the gms constant* On this basis the dH value 
found from this graph is 14,700 Koala/mole and the corresponding
“igOQ.
equation is log K # T -t 0*78»
This does not compare favourably with the equation given by
y, -IIQO
Darken et al ', log K m f + 1#95 or that found by Leslie @t
39 - M a
al log ÎC Î» T 4 1*03 whloh aorreeponda well with tîmt of
Darken et al# The dH value found by Darken et al is 33,800 Koala 
and that by Leslie at al, 31,000 Kcals* On allowing 15,000 Koala 
for the solution of aluminium and 7,200 Koala for the solution of 
nitrogen ia '.iron thormodynemio data indicates that a dH value of 
approximately 33,000 Kcals would be expected* This ia ve$y close 
to the values found by both Darken at al and Leslie et al* 
Extrapolation of the results of both these groups of workers 
gives K values whloh are several powers of ten smaller than those 
calculated here as is shown in Table 26* All of these facts 
combine to suggest that the résulta obtained in this present work 
are seriously in error* ^
There are three possible reasons why tho K values found are 
as high* Firstly it ia entirely possible that complete equilibrium 
was not achieved especially at the lower tvm temperatures and that 
holding at temperature for two hours is not sufficient time to
cont'd***
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aohiove thio equilibrium* If this wore the mm& it would result 
in high valuee of ami Ixonoe high K values* Heooadly it lo
poaslhle that part of the aluminium in the ox>eoim©n ia proaent aa 
aluralvâiuïtk oarbidü mnaffeated by Aooartmrieation or nitriding 
troÈitnkeïkto* Thia would have the effect producing apparently 
high valuea of at least aomo of the aluminium not
combined aa nitride would he present aa aluralnluïst carbide and 
not ao alumlniurïi! in cubetitutional solid solution* Thirdly the 
aCGuracy of both the aluminium miâ nitrogen anaXyaos are doubtful* 
The aluminium contents %'mro obtained from the original cant 
unalyoie and even slight variations in the aluvuiaium content of 
Individual wireo oould produce oaneldemblo orrora* Tho nitrogen 
analyse0  were performed on the email oample weights available from 
ainglo wireo and arc thus subject to a fairly large error*
However tho marked dependence of K value# on alwainluïn content 
(Fig* 37) might be interpreted ao the roeult of more aiuiairdum 
carbide being formed in wire© of higher almBlnium content pointing 
to thio factor a# the main source of error*
oont * d•••
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8 0 0 tien 5#8 - Supimary of Üonolusion©*
It ie now neooeeary to attempt to aaee% what the present 
investigation has achieved#
On the purely practicable side a certain amoimt of reliable 
and efficient apparatus .has been designed and put into commission# 
This a.pparatuB has allowed tho author to confirm most of tho 
reported information to be gained from the study of the internal 
friction duo to stress-induced diffusion of interstitial nitrogen 
in alpha-iron#
The iron-aliwiniunwxitrogen system has been investigated
and a motastable peak discovered# This has been attributed to
the interaction of nitrogen atoms with distortions in the lattice
due to a coherent precipitate of iron-aluminium nitride# Otherwise
*>7
tho observation of Fast'' , that there is no damping peak due to
interaction of aluminium and nitrogen atoms in fully homogenised
iron specimens at equilibriura, is confirsiied# Consideration of
the solubility product for the roaotion [m ] h^ QeJ ^ A I N  indicates
wiiy no secondary peak is to bo found under equilibrium conditions#
The internal friction technique can accurately measure nitrogen
solubilities to the order of about 10 but no lower thon this#
-6
That is to say if the solubility product ia of the order of 10 
or less when the nitrogen solubility ia 10 or loss then the 
internal friction teolmiqu© as used in this investigation is not 
sensitive enou^ to indicate the presonoo of a secondary damping 
peak# At 590®0 Darken et al^? give K as 2#10“*^ which would indicate
oont'd## «
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iïxdlcato that if there was enough nitrogen in solid solution to
ho raeaourablo i*e® there would he too few alivninlum atoms
in solution i*o* 10*"^ ' to oause the interaction between aluminium
and nitrogen atoms necessary to glvo rise to a secondery peek.
Gommrsely if there were more than 10**^  alurainiu.m atomo in
solution there would not oven ho enough nitrogen in solution to
cause a Snoek }:>eak# However at tor/iporatures above 1100®0 the
soluhlli.ity product is of tlie order of 10**^  according to Darken 
17et al ' and it might be possible to produce a Snoek and a secondary 
pea3{: in Iron-a-lmiiniiM-nitrogen alloys by nitriding and quonohing 
from above this temperature#
Attempts to calculate the solubility of aluminium nitride 
in alpha-iron did not prove successful because equillbriuBi v/ns 
not achieved and because of the preeenoe of aluminitM carbide*
In fact had equilibrium been fully established the indications are 
that the Intornal friction technique would not have boon adequate as 
a method of measuring nitrogen solubility* From this point of 
view the technique cannot be used to establish solubilities or a 
ternary diagram for Iron-aluiainiixm-nitrogen*
Ao indicated above, studios of the solubility of reasonably 
8table nitrides, necessitate the use of very lo’w aimmnia potentials 
if moaeurablo equilibriura solubilities of the substitutional atom 
are to remain in oquilibrlmi with the nitride® Indeed tho ammonia 
potentials in many cases have to be so small as to be impossible 
to measure or control accurately* Tho method of nlt&iding used 
here could not be so controlled although it is possible that very
o o n t ' d e . e
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pniall nitrogen potentials could be achieved by soaking pure iron 
wires in contact with a mot&llio nitride at elevated temperatures*
In view of the Interference of carbon in the present 
experiments it would be advisable to deoxidise the alloy melts 
with hydrogen in future where there ie the possibility of the 
formation of a stable carbide of the alloying element* To do so 
may not bo as practicable or as thormodynamioalXy efficient as 
deoxidation bj carbon but would be benofioial ia the long term* 
However tho appearance of a carbon peak after nitriding where none 
had manifested itself previously is a phenomenon of some interest # 
Since the presence of nitrogen and carbon in solid solution are 
of great Importance in determining the mecheirical properties and 
in particular high temperature creep properties of steels, the 
interaction of nitrides and carbides of various alloys over a x^ mge 
of temperatures might usefully be studied using an internal frlotion 
technique®
Of pa3jtlcular interest arc the computer teohxiiques developed 
to analyse complex damping curves# Those hove justified themselves 
and tho effort expended on tholr development by tho manner in whloh 
they identified carbon in one of the initial complex peaks, 
referred to in tho proceeding paa?agraph# These techniques may 
prove thorns elves important in future work in tho field of internal 
friction studies#
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